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T 
H 
E ROTUNDA 
Kings Dominion 
debuts new attractions 
By Gray Lipford 
Rotunda Staff 
Kings Dominion begins iis 1993 
season on Saturday. March 27 with 
some noticeable changes. The most 
major of these changes is a with own- 
ership. Paramount Communications 
purchased King's Entertainment, the 
company which ran Kings Dominion 
and lour other parks in the United 
States and Canada. 
Paramount, which is a very diverse 
company, is best known fa its enter- 
tainment division. As a producing 
studio. Paramount has made movies 
such as the Indiana Jones series. lhe 
Godfather, Wayne's World. Days of 
Tlmnder. and The Star Trek series of 
movies. It also produces Cheers, the 
Arsemo Hall Show, and Star lick: 
The Next Generation. 
Paramount owns Madison Square 
Gardens, the New York Knicks. the 
New York Rangers, and produces The 
Miss Universe Pageant. Paramount 
also runs the USA and Sci li cable 
networks, as well as a publishing divi- 
sion 
Some changes in store for 
Paramount's Kings Dominion include 
a Days of Thunder motion simulator 
ride lor this season, as well as plans 
for a Top Gun roller coaster for the 
future. Then may ;dso be some name 
changes lor die existing attractions 
"With seal movements synchro- 
nized to the action on the screen, this 
experience really is the next best thing 
to driving behind the wheel of a race 
car," according to Wilson II Floor, 
Jr., executive vice president and gen- 
eral manager of Paramount's Kings 
Dominion. "Paramount is bringing a 
whole new world of special effects 
and technology to Paramount's Kings 
Dominion and this gives us die free- 
dom to create attractions that have 
never been seen before " 
The entertainment division is un- 
dergoing some major changes. Most 
of die traditional shows were scrapped 
in favor of faster paced shows widi 
more excitement and movement. One 
dancer who has worked at Kings Do- 
minion for a number ol years men- 
tioned that last year was told to calm 
down on the hip action, this year "they 
can't get enough!" 
At The Paramount, previously the 
Mason-Dixon Theatre, die old stage 
has been torn out and an ice stage has 
been installed for "Paramount on Ice." 
an ice skating show saluting Para- 
mount movies and their memorable 
music. 
On summer evenings, an action- 
packed outdoor laser show titled "The 
I i/n Zone: Mission Impossible" will 
debut inthe Hurricane Keel section of 
the Park. "The I a/er/one: Mission 
Impossible" features laser beams 
which pioject graphic images portray- 
ing adventure scenes from well known 
Paramount movies and television pro- 
grams such as "Mission Impossible," 
"Top Gun," "Beverly Hill Cop." ;md 
"Days ol Ihundcr." 
New movie characters will join the 
Ilanna-Barbera characters al the paik 
in 1993. 'Star Trek" Klingons, 
Vulcans and Romulans, plus Star I "leel 
crew members are among the walk 
around characters dial will be intro- 
duced when the park opens. A major 
touring "StarTrek"exhibit Isexpected 
to be al the park by inid-suininci 
Since this is a new program, the 
management is not exactly sure how it 
is going to work, except that the actors 
will have a lot of freedom to make this 
program run the W8) they like, indi- 
cated l.eroy Orie. die stage manager 
in charge of Hie atmosphere program. 
Several LongWOOd students have 
been employed lo portray some of 
these new characters, and an even 
greater number find jobs there every 
summer. Many more studcntseagerly 
awail the opening of the refurbished 
park. Jim Sojka said "I've been in 
Kings Dominion many times over the 
past years and I'm kxiking forward to 
seeing the changes first hand." 
Kings Dominion began in 1974 as 
Lion Country Safari, a preservation 
/.(X) where visitors drove their own 
cars through. After dishing out ovci 
S4i i,i N * i thai opening year and It pint 
Ing visitors' iires that were attacked 
by die lions, a monorail wasal so added. 
In 197S, International Street was 
opened and the park has grown sum 
then. 
Lion Country Safari was opened 
by Family Leisure Centers, a joint 
venture between Top Value linter- 
piises and Tail Broadcasting Com- 
pany. In l')8(), this venture was dis- 
solved, and Kings Dominion became 
solely owned by Taft. 
Kings Dominion, with Carowinds 
in Nonli Carolina, Kings Island in 
Cincinnati, and Canada's Wonderland 
in Toronto formed a new company in 
1983 called Kings Knterlainmcni 
Company. Kl ( () In 1989, the com- 
pany purchased Great America in 
Santa Clan, California. 
Last year Paramount purchased 
KECO and formed Paramount Parks. 
Its home ol lice is located in Charlotte, 
North Carolina, and the Ivnlcrtaimncni 
and Design division is in Cincinnati 
Paramount's Kings Dominion is 
open weekends beginning March 27 
Uirough May 30, plus open Monday, 
April 12 and Monday, May 31. The 
park is closed Sunday, May 2 It is 
open daily June 1 through September 
n and open weekends only September 
12 through October 3. The park is 
closed Saturday, September II. 
Therapeutic Recreation sponsors 
Special Olympics 
By Susan Mu/./.a 
Rotunda Staff 
On Saturday. February 20,1993, in 
Lancer Gym, the fnerapeutic Recre- 
ation Department sponsored the Spe- 
cial ( Mympics, I hhryeai the program 
focused on the game oi basketball and 
basketball skills llieic WM I great 
turn out of LongWOOd students and 
the community- enough to fill the 
bleachers on one side ol the gym 
The day began with ■?parade of the 
4(i athletes from the Buckingham, 
Cumberland, and Prince Edward ar- 
eas SCON I >a\ is. one ol I ongwood's 
basketball coaches,  spoke about 
dreams lo Man the games off 
Hie athletes participated in indi- 
vidual skills such as rebounds, shoot- 
ing, and dribbling   Following these 
competitions, then were half-court 
and full-court basketball games 
lor those athletes that were not 
play Ing in the basketball games, there 
Be sure to keep the TV Listings for 
your use all week long! 
RECYCLE!! Page 5 & 6 
A "Star Trek" Klmgon takes ande on the theme park's Scoob) I >oo roller coaster for kids. 
Altered student ID's problematic 
By Mindy Oakrs 
Rotunda Staff 
The Student Government Associa 
lion (S(iA) recently received a letter 
from the Honor Board and Campus 
Police informing the association that 
there is a problem with students fak- 
ing their I. ongwood ID's by changing 
the birthday. 
This issue was discussed during a 
recent meeting The Honor Board 
and the Campus Police made a sug- 
gestion in their letter that the birth 
days be removed from the ID's start- 
ing with the next class 
This has been brought to attention. 
because the stores in Farmville that 
supply alCOhol allow die1 students to 
use their ID's as valid identification. 
If the II )\ were lo be changed, the 
students would have lo carry their 
drivers license at all times (especially 
at parlies), because one would need 
identification with his or her birthday 
on it lo prove being "ol age " 
Also, if IDs are changed, the din- 
ing service would have lo totally rede- 
sign the cards so thai there is no extra 
space to type in die birthday. 
As one senator pointed out, some 
of the fault should be on the dining 
hall staff who issues the IIK because 
when a Undent tries to obtain his or 
her ID , here is no system lo check if 
Student !s giving the correct birthday 
and social security number. 
The student could get the wrong 
birthday primed on his or hei pictured 
ID by just simply staling it incor 
recUy, because it is not common to 
check up on this information. 
Aflerall this discussion, SGA voted 
no change on the ID's, but that they 
would be sending a letter to the Dining 
Hall/ARA management suggesting 
thai security be tightened on the pro- 
cess of issuing new ID's, and that 
maybe the employees should have 
some kind of system that allows them 
to see if the given information is cor 
reel. 
160 social greek pledges attend new member academy 
By Heather Moulin 
Rotunda Staff 
On Saturday February 20th the 
New (ireek Member Academy was 
held Approximately 160 new Greek 
pledges representing every social 
Greek organization on campus at- 
tended The event lasted from Main 
lo 3 pm. and it was sponsored by 
I.ongwood's Thela Chi chapter of 
()rder of ()mega. 
Order ol Omega is a social (ireek 
honorary leadership society, It'smem- 
hers are outstanding leaders in their 
individual Greek chapters, as well as 
on campus To be considered for 
membership in the society, a candi- 
date must have at least the minimum 
(ireek grade point average. 
The society serves to encourage 
leadership and civility among (lucks 
It also supports extra effort BO the area 
of Community service       Individual 
members oi the society recently vol- 
unteered their time at B nearby Ronald 
McDonald House. The society is also 
sponsoring a campus beauiirication 
project this yeai 
The society is participating in a 
DCC planting challenge that will in- 
volve the Gieek community. AH Chap- 
ters will compete to see which one can 
raise the most money to p\ant more 
trees on campus. Another way they 
try to strengthen (he (ireek commu- 
nity is to offer a New Member Acad 
•my every year for new fraternity and 
sorority pledges 
The annual Academy's purpose is 
lo educate new members about then 
roles iii the Greek community.  They 
an tirsi encouraged to realize that 
their roles as student should always 
come first. Hie first activity ol the day 
involved a panel discussion between 
six faculty members and the new 
pledges. This gave the students the 
opportunity to recognize some faculty 
perceptions ol the (ireek system. 
The new members also watched a 
video taped lecture entitled "Demy- 
thologi/ing the Animal House Video " 
Ihis l8Chtt lirst helped lo dispel the 
negative image oi (Ireek I ,ife that the 
l')7()'s released movie created. The 
icciuiccinphasi/cd the fact that Greeks 
must work hard to change theii nega- 
tive image, whether it he on this cam 
pus, or anywhere else 
Hie final activity ol the dav helped 
the members think about what they 
expect out ol (ireek life They were 
divided into groups of twelve and were 
asked to create the ideal fraternity or 
sorority,    lhe members designed a 
crest,or representative symbol lor their 
unaginary organization, and gave it a 
creed for its members to follow Ihis 
exercise helped the new members re- 
alize what they thought a fraternity or 
sorority should be or provide for its 
members, 
i oi some oi the participants, n was 
Ihcir first introduction lo die sense' ol 
responsibility to community thai 
comes along with membership in a 
sorority or fraternity They had the 
opportunities to interact with fellow 
(iieeks and learn liom one another 
Amy Kapel, Recording Secretary for 
()rderof (hnega commented thai" lhe 
Academy made them (the pledges] 
realize that they have to be willing to 
be a part ol die (ireek ideal and uphold 
Its sense Of community, and this work- 
shop achieved just thai " 
were videos to watch. Nintendo and 
board games lo play, music lo dance 
to. and refreshments to eat   Mc 
Donalds donated cheeseburgers to the 
athletes and volunteers. 
Many organizations on campus 
sponsored individual teams    Some 
such organizations were Alpha Delia 
PI, Delta Zeta, Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
Alpha (lamina I >clta, and the Ambas- 
sadors These groups Sponsored then 
teams b) cheering them on and mak- 
ing spirited hanneis gfld poSlMI 
Mrs. Dorrill closed lhe festivities 
widi a speech and the awards cer- 
emony, where ribbons were given to 
all oi the athletes. Approximately 20 
ol lhe athletes are going on to Fairfax 
lor ihe state competition 
A couple oi the athletes personally 
spoke to the spectators to thank them 
for coming and lo tell them how much 
they nked participating in the Special 
Olympics 
Kristi Lipford, a rherapeutic Rec- 
reation major that was on the publicity 
Committee and helped out in the re- 
bound individual skills competition, 
said that diese personal speeches by 
die children were heart wanning: "At 
IM going and seeing how much ii 
meant to the athletes, u made M bd 
good to see so many I .ongwood stu 
dents ually participated and cared for 
ihe athletes ihat had disabilities " 
"All Strung Out" tour resounding 
success. Himmelman, Smith, and 
Kahn magnificient! 
Page 4 
RECYCLE!! 
Student credit cards 
questioned. 
RECYCLE!!        ?age ? 
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PERSPECTIVES 
SGA does a superior job 
We have in Ihe past used 
tliis space 10 criticize a 
number of organizations on 
campus, ranging from 
administrative offices to the 
greek system to the Student 
Government Association. 
However, there are times 
when a group does some- 
thing that is truly outstand- 
ing- 
Recently, SGA has shown 
a level of maturity and 
professionalism that is quite 
refreshing. This was obvi- 
ous in their handling of the 
impeachment process of 
S(iA Senator James 
Mauldin. 
Mauldin, President of the 
Junior Class, had far ex- 
ceeded the number of allow- 
able absences from SGA 
meetings and functions, and 
the Senate, acting in a 
completely appropriate 
manner, initiated impeach- 
ment proceedings against 
him. 
Giving Mauldin what 
may almost be considered 
too much opportunity to 
rebut the charges (he failed 
to show up for a number of 
meetings where his presence 
was specifically requested), 
the Student Senate com- 
pleted the impeachment 
procedure in a proper and 
fair manner, giving Mauldin 
the opportunity to (finally) 
present his case in person. 
Ample evidence was 
presented, and a debate took 
place, and (unfortunately) 
Mauldin was acquitted. 
Though we disagree with the 
final outcome of the im- 
peachment (citing a lack of 
communication, Mauldin 
was allowed to remain in 
office, which in our opinion 
was a poor decision), a legal 
vote was taken and all 
parties were treated fairly. 
We applaud the SGA for 
their handling of this situa- 
tion. 
And we condemn Senator 
Mauldin for two things. Not 
only was his neglect of his 
duties an insult to the Junior 
Class who elected him, but 
the highly personal letter he 
sent to the SGA criticizing 
SGA President Darrell 
Wells was insulting and 
immature. His extensive use 
of name-calling was utterly 
inappropriate — actions not 
worthy of someone holding a 
senatorial position. 
SGA has done a lot of 
growing up in the past year. 
Senator Mauldin, you need 
to take some lessons. 
The Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members of 
the l.ongwood ('ollcpc community on issues of public interest. Submis- 
sions must be typewritten or printed, of 600 words or less, and must 
include the writers name, address, and telephone number  Toll informa- 
tion is for verification purposes only.  The writer's name will be printed 
with his or her submission unless ihe Rotunda is requested and given a 
valid reason to withhold that information. We reserve the right to edit die 
length and content, widiout changing intent, of submissions. Mail to: 
I diioi III Chid 
The Roiunda 
l.ongwood College Box 2'X)1 
Farmville, VA 23909 
Letters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of the Rotunda.  The purpose of this page 
is to provide a forum for public discussion of issues, events, 
organizations, or persons. 
GMliTWrlENA \NQ^KB 
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CHI watches 
Editor, Rotunda: 
CHI 1993 thanks Ihe Long- 
wood community foranothei success- 
ful year of great accomplishments. A 
combination of individual and group 
achievements have continued to bring 
I sense of pride and honor to die 
institution This sense of pride and 
honor has resulted in a renewed sense 
of Blue and While spirit. Will) vMon 
and dedication, many students have 
participated in and benefited from acts 
of charily and community service. (Ill 
recognizes the importance o! the I'ann- 
ville community and encourages stu- 
dents lo help enrich ihe relationship 
Oioomsts I Wmtrs Syndicate 
ELLEN GOODMAN 
As a child ol the I930«, I was 
laugh) lo think of the squirrel as a 
lovable, tuny role model of Ihe Amen 
CM woik atblc     Ihe creature who 
frequented mj school books worked 
liis i.ul ofl all fall collecting the acorns 
ot uaorted oik uen   When winter 
> MM around he mrvived b) |uai nip 
pingovei lo little nee grocer) store foi 
ins three Knave nuti adnj 
I should have known hello I am 
urn   i in- onh. tree in ou apartment 
courtyard waa an ailanthus not an oak 
I lie squirrels in OIII  neighborhood 
teemed lo ipend noal ol their lime 
perfecting iheii electric tigntwirc aci 
Bin Iheac were the Cold Wai yean 
when ail good little animate were ex 
pected to do then pan i"i ihe great 
anthropomorphic propaganda ma- 
chine Remembei the Ihree little 
piggies' ihe boring, brick home 
wai the one who lurvived the 
big bad woll  Von get the idea 
Since then I have learned ihe truth 
about urban iquiireh, and ol course 
about ihe economy Squirrel* maj 
indeed put aw.IN iheii aconu toi a 
mow) da) Buttheydon'ihaveaclue 
where they put ihern 
Him survival, Indeed iheii com 
piiie lakeovei ol the city, has nothing 
lo do with ihe Mime-ot ihe good old 
1950* industry, husbandry, loyall) 
i lies thrive on the economic tools ol 
the I980i ingenuity, adaptability, 
ti.it oui nerve   And, ol course sun 
flowet seed- 
Which bungs us to the subject al 
hand rhecased iheWallendaai m) 
window Named aftei the humanoids, 
the Hying Wallendai 
lor the belter part ot Ihree ye;irs. I 
have Ken happily feeding an assort- 
ment of basic winter-hardy New En 
gland birds out of a modest plastic 
bird feeder al my second-stors kitchen 
window. My Audubon life-lisl in 
eludes the squabbling finch family, 
several pans ot titmice, some over- 
bearing blue lays, subdued junkos, 
sparrows, and an occasional downy 
woodpecker, or, m tin- cane, downy 
plaslicpeckci 
The lusl hinl thai a souiewli.it 
IIC.ISICI SIMIOI had lakcn up ,i post ;it 
the ss iiuiow w.i- ihe discover > thai ihe 
reed cups were being knocked lo ihe 
ground    Ihe second hint ss.i- Wall) 
liimself performing a flying leap from 
fence to electric wire to tree branch 10 
window teedei   Degree ol difflculi) 
'. execution 5.7. 
I in- real was matched b) an ex 
iremel) large mammal, female and 
human, lunging al ihe window knock 
ing in anger, and yelling al a squirrel 
notremotel) m) own size Degree ol 
difficult) I. execution (\ faclol ot 
Bbsurdit) " % 
I oi several weeks Wall) and I 
performed our duel He worked on his 
acrobatics with the passion «>i an an 
prentice in a circus training program 
I worked on my bud feedei defense 
hysterics I he difference how 
was that he Improved ins act 
Sometime during Fehruar) he 
learned to execute a soft landing in the 
feedei with one graceful motion it 
would have taken him less time to 
learn, 1 am sure, except thai tin.' feedei 
was squirrel prool    Did I mention 
between the college and peripheral 
communities whenever possible. We 
are all important contributors to dif- 
ferent aspects of the college experi- 
ence. Remember to support the New 
while continuing to respect and en- 
courage Traditions of the Past. Strive 
to share the pvisitive aspects of l.ong- 
wood with those students around you. 
Also, remember thai CHI is ALWAYS 
watching!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
In Blue and While bonds, 
(HI 1993 
Ihat' 
Never mind the I950i squirrel, that 
dutiful hunler-gathere By my obser- 
vation (here is nothing as impressive 
arid determined as a '90s squirrel con- 
quering the latest technology Alter 
one iiionih, he could not only gel at the 
seeds, he could balance directly on top 
ol the lood unda a small equally 
squincl prool oseihang. thereby 
gaining food and shelter simulta- 
neously Degree ol difficulty 10. ex- 
ecution 10.3. 
A "90l kind ol squirrel. IK- didn't 
nisi work hard, he worked smart. In- 
deed, he began exhibiting pride In his 
accomplishment and boldness at ins 
ten   I, on the oilier hand, have been 
reduced 10 his co-dcpenilcnt or his 
audience n the feedei is empty, he 
stares dined) through the window al 
me until I put down in> newspaper 
and gel linn some inoie seeds 
Dotl tins mean thai I can't defend 
my own home hud feeder against a 
measly squirrel' I he problem is thai 
1 belong loihe okl economy   I liase to 
go to an office lo write the woidsthat 
gel the paycheck thai puts bud lood ill 
ilk' feedei   I have lo squirrel awa) 
sas nigs       |us| like I was laughl 
while he spends all iLi> learning new 
skills   He wins 
I el il not be s.nd howesei dial I .tin 
hopclessls iniied in oldlhmk    I in a 
'QOskindofgal Mterall.Iusedtorun 
a bird feedei   Now atetj extensive 
retraining, l can proudl) announce 
that I am operating a squirrel i. 
M tshington Pott Writers Croup 
Food for thought 
Editor, Rotwula : 
In 179? Napoleon Bonaparte left 
Corsica fOf military academy in 
1 ranee His "education" was com- 
pleted al I ongwood Estate on St. Hel- 
ena Island in 1821 His diploma read 
"Certificate of Death." 
In die few years between he 
changed die map of Europe and be- 
yond. He and his serfs of France widi 
a glorious vision ol an empire built on 
rape, murder arid plunder What na- 
tion has not trod Ibis bkxxly path' 
"He that kills one or two is a mur- 
derer, but killing millions can make 
one a hero for die ages " 
After Waterloo (and a few other 
lessons in humility) Napoleon was 
deponed to the south Atlantic island 
Ol St Helena, togedier with his guards 
and a physician skilled in the art of 
slow death by arsenic- 
How many Long wood and other 
Students know enough not lo swallow 
evcryUiing handed diem by profes- 
sors, peers, medical doctors or even 
clergy? But we can learn to irust our 
owiiGod-given intellect and instincts, 
when they are dedicated to the service 
of God and others. 
We visited his great mausoleum in 
Paris, where he loo awaits the Day of 
Reckoning. Galatians 6:7 "Be not 
deceived, God is not mocked; for 
whatsoe ver a man soweUi that shall he 
also reap " And on that day I will 
remember John 3:16, "For God so 
loved die world that he gave his only 
begotten Son, that whosoever 
believed) in him should not perish but 
have everlasting life " 
Harvey Lester Sperry 
JustafraclHMn)lHlmt>H'si)eiiddiiiiii^<HJ< 
could help pick up the tab wra good cause. 
It's so easy to help your 
community, when you think 
about it. r 
five hours of volunteer time 
per week the standard of 
giving in America. 
1 fIVC rlVC« causes you care about 
>• <s\giiffSK« isimmtan-'ji*      gpj gjVc five. 
Millions of people have4^ • ' aT3_      Get involved with the 
helped make five percent 
0! their incomes and 
The Rotunda is 
accepting applications 
for 93-94 Editor In 
Chief. 
All interested students are 
invited to apply. 
Applications arc available at the Lankford Student 
Union Information Desk, and the Rotunda office on 
ground floor Lankford. 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY 
5PM - APRIL 5, 1993! 
The 
Rotunda 
Longwood College 
Box 2901 
Farmville, VA 
23909 
Founding Editor, 1920 
Helen Skillman 
STAFF 
Editor in Chief 
Erin C. McCay 
General Manager 
Bradley L. Owen 
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Editorial Policy 
The deadline for articles 
is 5:(K) p.m. Friday prior to 
the Wednesday publication 
date. Materials to be sub- 
mitted for consideration 
should be placed in the en- 
velopes inside the publica- 
tion office's door in Lank: 
ford or mailed. Letters, per- 
sonals, etc. are due on the 
office door by 2:(X)p.m. Sun- 
day before the Tuesday pub- 
lication date. All materials 
submitted become the prop- 
erty of ihe Rotunda 
The Rotunda reserves the 
right toeditallmaterialssub- 
mitted for publication. 
The Rotunda is an Asso- 
ciated Collegiate Press and 
Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association award-winning 
member newspaper. Ques- 
tions or comments should be 
directed to our main office at 
(804) 395-2120 or faxed to 
(804) 395-2237. 
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A   DISPATCH    FROM MAGAZINE 
This Month's Question: If You Were Trapped on 
GMigigan's Island. How Would You Escape? 
David H Hubel, 1981 Nobd Prize in 
Medicine: You could send up smoke sig- 
nals, or if you had any electronic equip- 
ment, you could try to assemble some- 
thing that would transmit....I suppose 
{you could] try to get off on some sort of 
raft. It would depend on how far the 
land is Are you in the middle of the 
ocean, with hundreds of miles between 
you and any shore? I'd certainly think it 
mir before I started swimming.' 
Val Fitch, 1980 Nobel Prize in Physics: [My 
escape] depends on the circumstances on 
which 1 was trapped. You mean, just iso- 
lated on an island some where... so the op- 
tions are to build a boat and to go where 
you want to go? Of course, one can al- 
ways use the stars to navigate, so that's 
not a problem...{Building a boat] de- 
pends on the materials available... What 
are you giving me? If you're giving me 
lust sand, then there's a problem, because 
I wouldn't have anything concrete to 
make a concrete canoe. If one has trees, 
then you make dugout canoes, just like 
the Polynesians. {But] now you have to 
make a fire.  One might be able to start a 
fire, and then you can bum out •< log 
One time in my life I started a fire by 
twirling some twigs      I'm a survival 
type." 
Donald J Cram, 1987 Nobel Prize in Chemistry: 
"I'd look around to see what materials 
would be available to start fires....One 
would be with tlint, it you had anything 
that would generate a spark...and the other 
is simply to use friction, as you do by tak- 
ing a piece ol wood and hollowing it out 
and then taking another piece of wood 
that is slender, and coiling it around some 
string and then pulling on it and rotating 
one with the other. This is the way I did 
it when I was a Boy Scout. That was part 
of a merit badge I got. I'm 72, and I ride 
a surfboard. By virtue of surfing, I've been 
around the ocean a lot. I feel comfortable 
with the interface berween land and 
ocean....I have some feeling for currents. 
You can tell a little bit, now and then, 
about how distant a landmass is from 
backwash waves....Some of the ancient 
people that navigated were able to use that 
sometimes in navigation. 
—Gregg Stebbtn 
Pat McGee will) his new band. Rhyme and Reason, Photo i 'radii   Karen t 'o»hj 
McGee enriches musical scene 
By Jane! Balta 
Rotunda Staff 
Virginia Grill offers a touch of class 
By Karen Crosby 
Rotunda Staff 
Walk into Tony'11 Ipstair' s I .oungc 
alter ° pm and you will find college 
student* and locals drinking, dancing, 
and shooting pool, but before 9 pin is 
a whole different drinking story. 
Instead of walking up the Main and 
seeing bouncers in the foyer with ink 
pads in hand, a table with flowers is 
there to greet you. Candlelit tables, 
tablecloths, and potted plants are just 
a lew of the changes made at Tony' I to 
promote the restaurant atmosphere of 
the Virginia Street Grill. 
The Virginia Street drill is one of 
the best kept secrets in I-'armville. Re- 
cently opened, a companion and I 
could not t in*I any faults. 
After being Immediately sealed ai 
the table, we were served homemade 
sourdough bread with butter. 
We started the meal off wiih the 
grilled jumbo shrimp with a buerre- 
hlanc sauce and while mushroom caps 
stuffed with country ham, cheddar. 
and Monterey Jack cheese. 
The shrimp was lush, plump, and 
juicy, and covered in a light buttery 
sauce, while the mushroom caps were 
so delicious 1 came home with fork 
marks in my hand 
Tor (lie main course I chose the 
lump Cnbcakea and my companion 
had the filet mignon. 
The crabcakes were sauteed golden 
brown and served with black beans. 
rice, and a vegetable. 
The most unique and tantalizing 
aspect of the crabcakes was the fresh 
peach salsa served on top. The 
peaches provided a delicious contrast 
to the crab 
The filet mignon was COOked to 
pei tec lion and served with a red wine, 
mushroom, and a watercress topping, 
along with roasted potatoes and a veg- 
etable. It melted m the mouth and I 
was lucky enough locaptureabitc and 
steal a few mushrooms. But definitely 
a meal one doesn't want to share. 
The more we ate, the sooner the 
High) at Tony's receded intoourminds 
and were replaced with dreams of 
dinners lo come SJ Virginia Street 
Grill. 
To top off the meal we felt   it 
Decenary to order desert, 
Since summer is on its way I de- 
cided to the chocolate swirl cheese- 
cake with raspberry topping, while 
my companion had the pecan pie wiih 
homemade whipped cream. All 
deserts are homemade, including the 
pie cram. 
Virginia Street Grill serves lunch 
from 11:30 to 3:00 and dinner from 
5:00 to 9:00. Iney also have a carry- 
out service. 
The Virginia Street drill is mom's 
homemade cooking after she attended 
culinary school. 
As if food is not incentive enough, 
there is also a l(W discount for all 
college students, llusdocs not, unfor- 
tunately, include alcoholic beverages. 
livery Tuesday night for almost a 
year Pal McGee manages to lure many 
students to Perini's lo hear him play. 
With very little professional Instruc- 
tion or lessons, Pat has become one of 
the biggest hits on campus because of 
his tremendous talents with his guitar 
and vocals. 
With the Influence Of his older 
brother and not to mention the Allman 
Brothers. Pat started his guitar play- 
ing when he was sixteen He eventu- 
ally got together and played some 
electric guitar with a band in high 
school. 
Alter hearing Pat play many nights, 
one would he amazed lo find oul ih.it 
KD sponsors event 
Kappa Doha sorority will sponsor 
a walk-it-thon on Saturday, March 27, 
1593, at 2:30. to raise money for the 
prevention of child abuse All pro- 
ceeds will go to the Patrick Henry 
Boys Plantation in Brookneal. VA, 
and the National Committee for the 
Prevention of Child Abuse. 
The walk-a-thon will uike place in 
Farmville. Participants may walk, 
run, rollerblade. ride bicycles, what 
ever. 'Ilie entrance fee is two dollars 
per person or 50 dollars for groups of 
35 or more. Donations aie BUM wel- 
come Prizes will be awarded lo vari- 
ous participants at the finish. 
be can not read music, and every song 
he plays be holds the music in hit 
memory. 
Chris Bashista has been playing 
COngas with Pal since the high school 
hand and eventually they started in a 
band called Gillian' sTundeck. which 
is still playing today 
After playing at colleges such as 
Princeton, James Madison. Virginia 
Tech. and Idon. Pat and ('THIS pivoted 
then musical career at I ongwood. 
Now Chris and Pat have connected 
witli iwoolher players, I liintei Merrill 
and Todd llipps 10 hum then new 
band. Rhyme and Reason The new 
hand has started at Perini's and once 
again the place was packed 
Rhyme ami Reason basically plays 
the sarm type ol music tai it Pat and 
('hiis played which was a mixture Ol 
Grateful Dead, Blues Traveler, Spin 
Doctors, and ol course, the Allman 
Brothers Huntei Merritt, me second 
lead guitarist ol (he hand, has contrib 
uled a teu lOOgS ol hi! 0WH that the 
band has been playing, and tin 
plans on working on some mon i 
nils and maybe someday ( I) 
The hand has Iven practicing  f) 
proximately twenty hoursaweek with 
sessions usually stalling at twelve 
thirty at nighl   When Pal was ., 
about his future plans with the band he 
said. "We're read) to do whatevet it 
takes" [IK band is definite!) initfoi 
me long haul ait) ihi u d 
the musk proves u 
N.O.W. 
is the time to make a difference! 
Join the National Organization for 
Women on Monday, March 29, 7:30 
p.m. in the Nottoway Room ol 
Lankford Student Union. 
You can make a difference! 
RESERVE       OFFICERS'     TRAINING       CORPS 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY 
TO THE TOP. 
If you're 
'remember this. 
i'hewer you are, 
if) ou want to talk 
to os about cancer, 
call as. 
If you didn't sign up (or 
ROTC as a freshman or 
sophomore, you can still 
catch up to your class 
mates by attending 
Army ROTC Camp 
Challenge, a paid six 
week summer course in 
leadership training  By the 
time you grad col- 
lege, you'll have the iroden 
of an Army i " |] also hav 
confidence and disci 
phne it lakes to succeed 
incolk beyond 
ARMYR0TC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
If interested, contact Captain Wittekind 
at 395-2134 or come by 207 Hiner before 
ke^J   9 April 1993. 
2,500,000 people 
fighting cancer. 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
omrroucANPw rfi*'"<ni .'"»i   *•» 
I'u^e 4 The Rotunda March 24, 1993 
Provoking the muse 
HyKrinMcCay 
Editor In Chief 
Well. I have l<> admit thai I was a 
little daunted when I lound out thai I 
was going to have the opportunity to 
interview Pees Himneinian 
Peter, along with Brenda Kalin and 
I ),ii(lcn Smith, are currently involved 
in traveling from school to school 
(unfortunately lor them, it sounds like 
most ol their destinations arc ahout 
pel with lannville) in an ellort lo 
promote themselves, as well as the 
Sony MiniDisc in the "All Strung Oul" 
tour At least I think that's what 
Sony's new toy is called They had 
some son ol altar set up in the hack ol 
the ( oinuionwealtli Ballroom eel 
ehialing tins lantasiic innovation in 
music technology, hut I'll get to that 
later Silly me. I was loo husy to pay 
attention to anything hul the music 
Anyway, the reason I was so 
irepidaliousahout meeting I'elcrOiey, 
I spent an hour with (lie artists, and I'll 
nevei sec them again, so I'll goaheiid 
and pretend like we are hosom IneiuK) 
is that I have admired him tremen- 
dously lor quite a while, and I had 
managed to work mysell up into quite 
a siaic ol nervous anticipation 
Hung the dedicaled budding jour- 
nalist. I piepared ;dl my questions in 
advance to ask Peter, Brenda. and 
I >.iidcn. You know the ones — "Who 
are youi favorite arditsT"; "What n 
youi plans for (lie future.'"; and (hat 
|H K niiial tavontc (no pun intended) 
"II you were a vegetable, what would 
you be'.'" 
I will take (his opportunity, how- 
ever to apologia loall three lor even 
(onsidenng boring them with all the 
usual bullshit that lliey are greeted 
with at every other college campus 
As you might have guessed, after 
spending about 30 seconds wiill ihem. 
I realized the error Ol my ways, and all 
my oh-so-original questions were 
linked without a second's regret. 
Though I'eter offered some alierna- 
live questions ("If you were an entree 
at the (iolden Corral, would you in- 
clude a bilked potato, trench tries, or 
riCC '"). I decided to spend some lime 
with (hem and get lo know them a little: 
belle i 
Hie lust ol the three 1 had met was 
Brenda Kahn. I didn't recogni/.e her 
al Iiisi. because her knees were cov- 
eredtfbl those ol you whodon't know 
what I'm talking about, grab a look at 
hci Epiphany in Brooklyn album). 
Anyway, site dispelled any linger- 
ing ideas 1 might have had about the 
semi dmne nature ol actual. Com- 
mercially recogm/ed (it. at least in 
reaped lo iMl KWl, unpaid) music tans 
when she asked wlieie the nearesi 
bathroom was   Ah. the dream ol 
youth shattered 
Soon alter, Peter and I Xiiden came 
in, accompanied by their entourage oi 
roadiet (the lound guy. tin- light guy, 
the manager, and the gu) who handi 
them water and guitars on stage) Upon 
arrival at Lankfbrd, Peter look control 
and, gathering up I )ardcu. some of the 
crew, me, and some other students, lie 
led us on a lour ol the building 
He boldly entered a room where a 
swarm of jiggling, lycra-clad beauties 
were deeply involved in some cardio- 
vascular activities and proceeded lo 
give a running commentary on the 
sweat-sheened girls' performance, al 
leasi until the head exerciser kicked 
him out We then (rooped, en masse, 
lo a small office lo gel die Interview 
underway. 
As I staled before, rather than ham- 
pering the whole "All Strung Out" 
experience with pedestrian questions. 
I basically |ust sal there as the three of 
ihem performed. 
I was solemnly informed thai 
Harden ;uid Peter had just bought 
Brenda a pillow as a gift. I was sol 
emnly informed that their purpose was 
lo help Japan lake over America And 
I was solemnly informed that, despite 
their expectations, lannville was one 
of die cooler places they had been thus 
tai   Cool. 
Darden had lo leave fairly quickly 
lo haggle over what I believe is the 
design of his new release's cover, but 
Brenda and I'eier hung around for a 
while longer, mugging and joking, 
and basically showing that lliey are 
I wo of the most remarkable people lo 
hit lannville in the recent put 
They regaled me with dieir words 
of wisdom "I'm married, I take aspi- 
rin, and I sing," intoned Peter. Thus, 
he pai lakes in die holy trinity of per- 
formance: sex, drugs, and rack and 
roll 
And Brenda. when reminded thai 
she once laid that if her record com- 
pany had paid her more lliey would 
have gotten more than her knees on 
hew album cover, kxiked .somewhat 
Chagrined and said "Did I say that' 
Well," she admitted, "it does sound 
like me. And anyway, it's lucking 
true." she added defiantly. 
The closeness between all three 
was obvious There were many bla- 
tantly private jokes that I. as an out- 
sider, had no grasp of. though they did 
make every effort lo include me 
And die rapport followed diem 
Onstage. During ilk.' sound check, 1 
was privileged lo hear I'eter pay hom- 
age lo Brenda in husky tones and, 
amazingly, create lyrics incorporat- 
ing jokes from our earlier interview, 
some teasing comments on Pannville 
Itself, and even ■?commeni on the 
green shoes worn by one person ob- 
serving the sound check 
His capacity lor spontaneous lyric 
creation was truly outstanding (I swear 
I'm not being sarcastic), and lor all 
those win) weren't fortunate enough 
10 heat hiin wanning up but managed 
lomake It to die show katlf, they got 
a taste of this talent in his ode to 
lannville. or as he called it occasion 
ally, larmdale (in what I assume was 
B tongue-in-cheek manner) He also, 
bless his heart, played a bit of "Free 
Bird." 
In her performance. Brenda made 
it obvious lhat she doesn't take any 
crap off of anybody She was the first 
lo lake die Stage, and alter a rendition 
Of "Speedy Motorcycle." a touching, 
heart-wanning duet with Peter, she- 
proceeded into her next song. I Infor- 
lunately for ihose of us who were 
gcinng Into her performance, there 
was a dirong of jerks clustered around 
the MiniDisc display who were an- 
noyingly, and loudly, chattering away. 
Ignoring the hostile glances from 
several audience members, including 
myself, Uiey blithely continued bab- 
bling until Brenda finished her first 
song and said "What are you people 
doing hack there? Don't you have any 
fucking respect? A singer is up here 
doing her best and you guys are more 
interested in what lucking Michael 
Bollon has to say!" 
And, apparendy enraged by the 
mere sight of the dully glowing 
MiniDisc display (which, folks, can, 
yes it can, be recorded on. Zoinks!), 
she demanded "del dial fucking thing 
oul of here' lluile dial tucking thing'" 
Alter a lew moments, the object of 
her loathing was hastily dragged out. 
and with a "Is thai fucking thing gone 
yet? (iood!" she asked one of the guys 
who had been annoying the whole 
crowd (Don't you hale people who 
Udk during shows') to join her on 
stage, which he did 
"What's your name? Boott? Well. 
Scott, this song's for you," she said. 
And when another group of people 
were whispering in die audience, 
she threatened to sing 
"Cirout.grout...grout..." solto wee, 
over and over again until ihey told 
"the whole class" (Brenda's words) 
what they were talking about. 
They demurred until the monotone 
repetitions of what may be one ol the 
most unattractive words in die 1 En- 
glish language finally got lo them, and 
they admitted dial they were com- 
menting on what a talented performer 
she was Personally, I was very glad 
to hear her later play a particular fa- 
vorite of mine, "Madagascar." 
Next on was Darden SmiUi, who. 
in contraM to the antics of Brenda and 
Peter, quietly entered the stage area, 
sal down lo Ins piano and began lo 
play. Alter his first song, he concen- 
trated on playing guitar, chat ling widi 
the audience ami leaving the stage to 
smg without the benefit of electronic 
amplification Most notable was die 
title song of his new album. "Little 
Victories" I especially liked die pause 
Hey. I could do thai' 
Finally, Peter performed. He was 
the most interactive of all diree per- 
formers, inviting students on stage to 
do interpretive dances and actually 
offering money lo one man who had 
some of his CD's. Peter created a few 
potentially money-making jingles for 
a kosher spring water commercial, 
and his paean to "Dixie the Weiner 
Dog," uh, I mean "Noble Dachshund," 
was Inspiring. I actually felt one fcxit 
tall with a nubby tail. 
All in all. the "All Stning Oul" tour 
was worth die money. Well, it would 
have been worth die money if we had 
lopay for it I know they should have 
been paid for it. (Beware. Here comes 
the pithy, ciiched final paragraphs thai 
will make the Sony Corporation 
happy.) 
It was a lantasiic show. 1 "he range 
of music was wide, but each artist had 
his or her own appeal. And though 
trite, this is true - all three of their 
releases - Epiphany in Brooklyn by 
Brenda. Peter's Flown This Acid 
World, and Darden's Little Victories 
are all worth buying, as is Peter's 
earlier release. From Strength to 
Strength (my personal favorite). 
haven't heard Brenda'searlierreleasc. 
but I understand thai it is belter than 
Epiphany. And. on a personal note, I 
was pleased to discover that m y favor- 
ite anisi isn't an asshole. 
On the contrary, Peter, like Brenda 
and Darden. is among the funniest, 
most interesting, and likeable people I 
haveevermel I only hope that wasn't 
because I was the "press " But some- 
how I doubt dial any of diem is thai 
fake. Isn't it nice when life works out 
thai way? 
COLD SUBS 
I   In a blatant example of favoritism, here's a photo of Peter Himmelman. 
r
~'sccfrrTs9<lows n 
FREE 
HBO 
I 
392-3929 2 People 2 Beds 
I      or Students Only 
I 392 9423    10% Off With ID & Coupon 
Now thru March 31st 
Rt. 2. Box 780; Jet. 460 Business & 15 North. Farmville VA 
HONEY WHEAT OK 
ITALIAN BKEAD 
For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add... 
BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperoni, bologna) 
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham) 
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni) 
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna - all turkey based) 
TUNA 
SEAFOOD & CRAB 
BBQ PORK 
HAM & CHEESE 
ROAST BEEF 
TURKEY BREAST 
VEGGIE 
HOT SUBS HOMY Will A I Civ ITAIUNRKFAD 
MEATBALL 
STEAK & CHEESE 
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice) 
Add Bacon... 
Putney Square 
Shopping Center 
SUBWAY 
392-8868 
BUY 1-GF.T I For <W. 
Buy any sub or salad and a medium 
drink. Gel a second sub or salad (of 
equal or lesser price) for only 99«. 
Offer good al Putney Square Shopping 
('enterSubwavonl y. 
•SUBUJfiV* 
Limit one coupon per customer per visit   Not valid wuh 
other coupons or discounts 
1.00 2.00 
2.79 4.39 
2.99 4.49 
2.49 3.99 
1.69 2.99 
2.69 4.29 
2.99 4.99 
2.99 4.49 
2.99 3.99 
2.89 4.59 
2.89 4.59 
1.59 2.89 
Ban     laaTM LY     **-_       J 
1.89 3.39 
2.99 4.79 
3.39 5.69 
.50 1.00 
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Student Union Campus Calendar 
Thursday 
March 25 
Friday 
March 26 
Saturday 
March 27 
Sunday 
March 28 
Monday 
March 29 
Tuesday 
March 30 
Information on events should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box 2901 by theThursday pre- 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the paper 
Wednesday 
March 31 
College Council:    Baseball:    V.v State(2),    Alumni Board Meeting:    Baseball:    Oneonta(2),    Baseball:    Liberty, 3pm     Women's Studies Inter-    Videoconference: 
li.v.un Amelia Room     ipm  Lancer Field 10-3. Virginia Room 
Jazz       Improvisation    Performing Arts Series:    Lacrosse: Va. Tech Club 
Clinic Denrut Deblaalo,   $r«eJ Magnolias, 8pm    lPm. 1st Ave Field 
l 15pm  IrVygaj |iUm ,n 
Baseball: Shepherd,2pm 
Lancer Field 
lpm.  Lancer Field 
Recital:        Krantz 
Bachelle,8pm. Wygal 
k 
Lancer Field 
LP Movie: "Fried Green 
Tomatoes," 9pm, Com- 
monwealth Ballroom 
est Meeting:    12:30pm. 
Prince Edward Room 
Lacrosse: Plymouth State, 
4pm. 1st Ave. Field 
Concert:    JttZZ Ensmbk, 
Bpm  larman 
LP Movie: I ried Green 
romatoes 9pm, Com- 
monwealth Ballroom 
"Women of Color in 
Higher Education," 1- 
2pm. Library 147 
Rotunda Newspaper 
Meeting: We need you - 
come join us! 7:30pm Ro- 
tunda Office-ground floor 
Lankford. 
APPLY TODAY FOR AN OPEN LEADERSHIP 
POSITION! 
Ilic Rotunda March 24. 199.1 
TELEVISION 
MONDAY 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
FRIDAY DAYTIME 
10:00 10:30 
Morning News 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
Movie 
Livmg in 'Ml 
11:00 
Daywatch 
Sport scanttr 
Cont'd 
Sportscantar   [Fitnaas Proi 
Fam«y Faud ChaHanga 
Vanad Program! 
11:30 
CNN 1 Co 
Var. Programs 
GaflingFrt 
12:00 12:30 
NawaHour 
Piny Mason 
In Motion 
1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 
SonyiLtve Nawsday 
Variad Proa/ama 
3:00 3:30 
Intamasonal HOIK 
Tom a Jany    |Fsntstonas 
700 Club 
Joan Rivers 
Prtca Is Right 
And, Griffith      Rush L 
Montel Willums 
13   WSET 
M   TNT 
4 
Instructional Programming Cont'd 
lifestyles ot Rich I Famous 
Gunsmoke 
Sally Jessy Raphael 
In the Heal of tht Night 
Young and the Rasttaas |SoM, BaautHul 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
X   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AaE 
27   LIFE 
21   TOC 
BET 
HTS 
Jerry Springer 
WPs 
Cont'd 
Mouaa Tracks 
MTV Jama 
Joan Ri.ars 
ilnstrucaonal Proorammino. 
jLowng AIMyChidwn 
Aa the World Turns 
Jenny Jones 
One Life to L/v* 
Vaned Programs 
Guiding Light 
4.00 
CetnyPfvnc 
Final t 
4:30 5:00 H 
Ins'de PoMCI Eavtyrnmc 
Brady Bunch 
Dream League 
Saved by Ben   Happy Days 
Varied Programs 
Mer Metodiea 'Dart.wig 
General Hosprtal 
GerakJo 
J*ony JOftM 
Jfry Spdngay 
if»na>rl  TTinmaiaatai 
Charlie a Angtta 
700 Club 
Peoples Court 
Famay Secreta 
Loving 
Movie 
K CopeUnd     Infatuation 
Days of Our Uvot 
AN My Children 
Varied 
I Instructional Programming 
MauryPovich 
Goof Troop     [Tom and Jerry 
Hard Copy 
Tmy Toon 
GerakJo 
Andy OrfHth    ; Honeymoonera; Design w. 
Sesame Slreef 
Bolhnnkle Chip n Dale 
Another World 
One Life to Lrve 
Casper 
Deaign. W. 
Three Stooges ^C 0 p s 
Tom and Jerry 
Oprah Winfrey Golden Girts 
General Hospital 
jVened Progr— 
Lamb Chop 
Fhntilonea 
Tiny Toon 
Batman 
Nighl Court 
8q.1TV 
Gamemaslers   Saved by Ben 
CoabySho. 
Bamey 
Batmen 
Star Trek: Neit Gener 
News 
Donahue 
Goof Troop 
RafHe and Ro*iGumrm Beers   [Lunch Bon 
Little Koala      Penner'j PlaeelEureaka's Castle 
VideoMommg Cont d 
700 Cluh 
Worship I V#f. PfOtjrafnf 
MacGyver 
MMlM It's I 
Movw Cont'd 
Living 
Move 
Floahback       JPaid Program 
Cope 
Divorce Court |The Judge 
Richard Bey 
Fugitive 
Vaned Programs 
Triple Threat   [Generations 
Sportswire Cont d 
Choleaterol 
Our Voices 
Sportavnre 
Graham Ken 
Walt Disney Presents Movie I Vat. Programs 
MTV Rocks 
Elephant Show Var Programs 
Cntry Kitchen 'cookm' USA. 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Noozles 
Crook 
Littl  Bits 
Var. Programs 
Bonanza The Loat Episodes 
Dennis 
Be I Star 
Zorro 
Fhoper 
FrtggleRock    Wonderland 
Totally Drlferent Pauly 
10 Seconds 
Yogi I 
MySSons 
Varied Programs 
Cookm' USA 
l.f«es 
Looney Tunes 
On Stage 
Mario B.os 
Care Bears      .Quack Attack 
MTV Blocks 
Underdog «*Wtt 
Club Dance 
Kids Incorp 
Mosl Wanted 
Hey Dude 
Be a Star 
Popeye |kisp. Gadget 
Mickey Mouse 
I Grind 
Frfteen 
'videoPM 
Rm Tin Tin 
The Judge      [Superior Court 
News 
VahedPrograms 
Moonlighting 
Easy Does It   iHomemorks 
Heart I Soul RIB 
Pimlico 
TBA ITBA 
Family 
Rockford Files 
Supermarket 
Kitchen Ei. 
Bom Lucky 
Var. Programs 
Hotywood So,  Sale-Century 
Hurl H I 
Press Yr. Luck Scrabble 
Magnum. P.I. 
Mo* 
Cholesterol      Graham Kerr 
Video Soul 
Varied Programs 
Easy Does It    Homeworks 
$25K Pyramid   Pyramid 
Sunshine Fee. 
American Gladiators 
Zorro 
Var Programs 
Love Boat 
Fugitive 
Leave Beaver    Partridge Fam 
AnythingLove   Anythmg-Love 
Vaned Programs 
Video Vibrations 
Vaned Programs 
Jane Pratt 
Beyond 2100 
[Rep City 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00 
2    CNN 
6:30 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
•> HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
6 WRIC 
World Today  
3's Company Andy Gnffith 
Inside Sr PGA Up Close 
|i4 4f Movie DangertieW 
'News CBSNewT~ 
Full House 
"News 
7:00 
Moot y lint 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews: 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live: 
NBA Basketball Houston Rockets at Atlanta Hawks From the Omni (Live) 
|Sk»ng: World Freestyle Ch 
^Movie «»';  RaOo Fryer  H992 Drama I Elijah Wood. PG-13 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
Elem French 
Saved by Bell 
M>M 
Roseanne .     Ent Tonight 
ABC News 
Business Rpt. 
Partridge Fam 
Full House ,    Mama 
Star Trek: Neit Gener 
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! r, 
MecNeil iLehrer Nawshour:, 
Design W Jefterjons - 
Current Aflair    Murphy Brown 
12    WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16   SHOW 
NBC News        Inside Edition    Cheers  , 
17 OISN 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
G 
20 TNN 
2? FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AJiE 
V LIFF 
News 
News _ABC News       Inside Edition 
Bugs & Pals     Captain Plane! Jetsons 
> 55 Movie: its a Mad Mad World  
The Many Adventures ol Winnie the Pooh 
MTV Jams i in Stereol  
What You Do   'Wild-Crazy Kid 
■???Ii   I '■' 
Lite Goes On (to Stereo) 5 
Perspectives    Point of View 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show , Who s Boss1 
Rockford Files (Part 2 ol 2) g 
28   TDC 
H    BFT 
30   HTS 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Shop U Drop 
WHdkrfe Chron 
Beavis-Butt 
Looney Tunes 
Video Pnme |lr Stereo) 
Ent Tonight 
Bugs a Pals 
Super Dave . 
Preview Show 
Comikaze 
Bullwinkle 
WaHons  The Journey 
Lilestyle Mag.   Church Today 
Quantum Leap (in Stereol 
Gimme Break   Fish 
In Search Of.. 
UnsoNed Mysteries 
JFK: His Life and Times 
Screen Scene  Triple) Threat   |Comedy Club 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
MARCH 25, 1993 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Moneykne |R) 
11:30 
e*V?  Hanover Street (1979 Drama) Harrison Ford 
Boimg Bert Cooper vs Derek Williams (Live) 
Movie: «   Fiek) ol Fire (1992) David Catradme [Comedy Jam 
Cottage Baeketbat NCAA Tournament Regional Semifinal 3 
Sawpsons g    |Martin (R) g 
MatJock The Revenge g 
Battle-Brains    Takes* 
In Living Color |0own Show 
world 01 Discovery 
Inspector Morse VI 
Movto: **Vi ■?The Judge and Jake Wyler" (1972) Bette Daws 
Simpsons  .      Martin «;:.      In Liv.ng Color  Down Sho-e 
Cheers g wmgs (R) g 
Mattock   The Revenge q 
Cheers (R)g Seinfeld (R) g 
Wood of OtaKOvtcy 
Baseball Night Sportscenter 
12:00 
Newsrvght 
12:30 
Cross** (R| 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Lrve iRl 
:««« Victory |1981 Adventure) Sylvester Staaone 
Up Close [R| 
Movie: •*   Dance With Death   (1992) R g 
Coaege Basketball NCAA Tournament Regional Semifinal. |Lrve) q 
wad West ■■• -.-     • 
Liveg 
American Masters 
Wild Weal (Part 4 of 10) g 
Cnme 1 Punishment 
Pnmetime Live g 
When the Lion Roars: The MGM Story |R) (Part 2 of 3) 
Movie: **»   Them i Louise  (1991) Susan Sarandon  R 
Movie: ««v? Spooner (19489. Cornedy-Orama) Robert Urich g 
Classic MTV 
Get Smart 
Pnme Tune With Dull (In Stereo) 
Superman 
Crook and Chase (In Stereol 
Young Riders Blood Money 
Sudivans 
Murder, She Wrote q 
Simon I Simon 
Real We-; - 
L.A. Law On the Toad Again 
Safari   Ivory Wars 
Sanlord Corotcwtw 
M.T. Moore      Dick Van Dyke 
Award Preview 
Arsemo Hall (in Stereo) g 
News NSghtline  . 
Adventures     'Dennis Wholey 
•Mi 
NCAA: Review Tennis: Da.is Cup 
Movie: e«'7 Zandatee (1991) Nicolas Cay 
Love Connect   Married   With 
Highway to Heaven  Alone 
(«i Ifjid Program  [Who's Boss-> 
IMAJr] 
Night Court      Highlander The beriet |R) 
Studs 
News 
News 
Movie: •••' 
Cheers g  
Tonight Show 1 
Nrghtknag 
Whoopi 
pied.. 
Rusht 
Movie:   The Great Escape II The Untold Story 
Gunsmoke   The Drummer 
David Leftermen 
Hard Copy . 
30-Min Movie 
The Baa sna the Beaut;'* 
Movie:*'?  Run |1991| Patrick 
r.a Turner 
Crosby. Stills and Nash 
Most Wanted (in Stereo) 
Dragnet 
Nashvrae Now Bruce Carroll (In Stereo) 
Father Dowtmg Mysteries 
Joy of MUSK    Highway 
A. Hitchcock 
OnStage 
700 Club 
Worship First Baptist Church 
PGA Golf The Players Championship 1R1 
Barnaby Jones 
Wtldkte Mysteries Brute Force: Weapons 
Movie:   Stolen Babies  (1993, Dramai Mary Tyler Moore 
Firepower (R)   G.I. Diary 'Adventurers    'Heart-Courage 
Video Soul IR) 
Current Maafe 
Bob Costas 
Home Shopping Spree 
Mov*   Capttn Cotngeoui 
npsey   R     Movie: ««',-   True Identity H99V Comedy! R 
Movie: ••   ShowOown (1973, Westemi Dean Martin  PG 
Beavis-Butt 
Lucy Show 
Comedy Hour 
F-Troop 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Jessy Diion    [Ligntmusic 
MacGyver (in Stereo) g 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the hnprov (Ri 
Thirty something 
Safari ivory Wars 
Gto#fiboo$ Comedy Club 
Arlajmatrve Nation (In Stereol 
Movie:  Gone to Tern (1986) 
Get Smart        Dob* Gillis 
a Company (In Slerec 
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes 
MwesWGo 
Hitchhiker [Ray Bradbury 
Speed Racer    Dreamtime 
Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
Nashville Now P' i< e ,'arroll 
Rifleman Paid Program 
Heart-Matter 
'M  IHI8'I 
Bamaby Jones 
I West (Ri Wildkte Mysteries |Ri 
Lktftolvfd Pityst*r>*s 
(R|   Q.I. Duxy 
MarJnigMLove 
Movie   v- 
Family Feud     Joe Franklm 
Mysteries 
Adve^turf'H 
Cormcview |R) 
Paid Program 
Heart-Courage 
Screen Scene 
NBA Action     GoH Atlantic    Women s College Basketball NCAA Regional Semifinal ibvei   Amd.-Rnn      ^Women's College Basketball NCAA Regional Semmnal (Live)   Women's Coaege Basketball   |Women's College BasketbaH: NCAA Reg" 
IRIDAY EVENING MARCH 26, 1993 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
8 WRIC 
9 WCVF 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3'1 Company 
Motowortd 
AftdyQritWh 
Up Close 
7:00 7:30 
Croasfae 
SentordaSon 
Sportacanter 
_ Movie: ««'.   Rocky V [19901 Sylvester Stallone   PG-13 q 
News CBS News     [Roiaannag   [Ent Tonight 
'Full House:,   'Mama Star Trek Neit Gener. 
News ABC News      [wheel-Fortune |Jeopardyl g 
Elem French    Business Rpt   .MacNeil Lehrer Newshour:, 
Saved by Bell   Partridge Fam 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
'4 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
Fun House g    Mama 
News 
'News 
Bugs a Pals 
NUT MAMM 
ABC News 
CuaraWMhai   MM4»M'** MMlafatJat<tSfta«adq      jfcghtingag    fimVamtrjirWWtrailPattSol I0)q 
Captain Planet 
Design W Jeftersons 
Inside Edition 
Inside Edition 
Jetsons 
Cheers g 
Ent  Toraghl 
Bugs t Pals 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live:; 
1: **"2 The Jayne Mansfield Story (1980 Biography) 
10:00 10:30 
Ufnrlrf   Uak.ua> 
11:00 
Sports Tonigtrt »^]*ne (R[ 
11:30 
Movie: »**  Bad Boys (1982 Drama) Sean Penn 
NHL Hockey Teams to Be Announced (Live) 
Movie: •♦•   White Men Can t Jump  (1992) Woody Harrelson   [Movie: ««« 
IBasobal Night Sportscenter 
Hew Jack City' (1991. Drama) R | Academy 
12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
Newsmght Crossfire iR       Larry King Live  Rl 
Movie: * • •   Heavy Metal (19811 Voices of Richard Romanus 
Up Close IR i 
Comedy Jam 
College Basketball NCAA Tournament Regional SemnVial q     'College Basketball NCAS roumamem n»q 
Amenca s Most Wanted . 
nai (L«e)q 
Sightings., 
Family Matters Step by Step 
Va Currents   |Wall St Week 
Getting By  , 
Wash Week 
True Stories q IWad Wat 'Part 5 of 10) g 
Breaking-Ice   [20/30 g 
The Contrary 
Movie: «»'?  Something Wicked This Way Comes   [19831 
M5351 Movie: «««'; Return oltheJedi  |1983) Mark Hamill 
'MMC Rocks the Planet  . 
MTV Jams (in Stereol 
M  Ml 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
What You Do    Wild-Crazy Kid 
VideoPM'ir "•("» 
Prince Valiant   That's My Dog 
Azimuths Whose World'' 
This Island Earth (R| 
Beavis-Butt 
Looney Tunes 
Big Picture 
Butwinkle 
Secret Service |in Stemo):, 
Family Matters; Step by Step 
Talking With David Frost:, 
Movie: «Vz  Changes (1981, Drama) Cheryl Lack) (In Stereo) q 
Getting By  ,     Where I Live     20 20:. 
Arsemo Hall 
Adventures Dennis Whokay 
Night Court 
Slud, 
News 
S:ud! 
NCAA: Review Terms: Davis Cup 
Movie:   Contact ol Interest (1593, Diamal R 
News 
Whoopi 
Love Connact. [Comedy Club 
Highway to Heaven , 
Ntghttalk Catalog brides (Ri      Paid Program   Movie 
(Off Air) 
Uptown Comedy Club I Ft I 
Cheers c;        {whoopi 
Movie.   'The Great Escape// The Untold Story 
Gunsmoke Psych.Fnends 
Tonight Show (In Sterc 
rkohtkoe g     |Ruah L 
David Lettermen 1 Friday Videos 
Hard Copy ,    Home Shopping Spree 
When the Lion Roars: The MOM Story |R) (Part 3 of 3) t ***Vz My Favorite Year (1982) Peter 0 TocJe Movie: ***  Pennies From Heaven [19811 
Movie: »««  City Slickers  (1991) EMry Crystal  PG-13 ***  Rush (1991 Drama) Jason Patnc R q Movie: •»   Ultimate Desires  (1991. Drama) Rj'/nto me Frre 
Paula Abdul Under My Spell     Movie: ««.   If the Shoe Fits    1991   NF- Preview Show   Movie ••'.   Wa-ng 'c the light  (19*1 PG ;Movte •••'.   Gasi;g»t   '*44    h.:--, [(. ,..i 
Top 20 Video Countdo.it 
Get Smart        Superman 
Crook and Chase [In Stereo) 
MX Moore     [Pick Van Dyke Dragnet 
Yo! MTV Raps Today (In Stereo) 
A. Hitchcock 
Video Pnme sin Stereo)_ 
Movie- »««':   Mtsfev floOeffs  (1955 Comedy-Drama) Henry Fonda 
Catholic View  jFamiy Forever |Aawaves 
Hashvtfte Now Dan Seals iin Stereo) 'Aushn Encore1 
21   USA      [American Gladiators 
25 WWOR 'Cosby Show ■?,\Who's Be 
26 AiE      'Rockford Files ' 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) q 
Gimme Break   Temps. Rising 
In Search Of 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
1
Supermarket Shop Til Drop 
Mother Nature 'wildlife Chron 
Video LP News 
Unsolved Mysteries 
JFK  His Lite and Times 
Tnple Threat 
30   HTS       Swing Trainer   Basket Report Soccer 94 
New Attitude 
Angels 
Murder. She Wrote g 
Simon* Simon 
[Bag Bro. Jake [700 Club 
Everyman North Phoenu Baptist 
POA Ootfr The Players Championship (RI 
Time Machine   The Un-Americans 
LA Law  Smce I Fell for You 
Wildlife Chron 
Sanlord 
Arctic 
COflMCVICW 
Caroline's Comedy Hour (R) 
Movie: ««v? First Monday m October (1981) Jill Oayburgh. 
Lucy Show       F-Troop 
Club Pance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scerecrow and Mrs. King 
Family Enrichment 
Alternative Nation (In Stereol 
Get Smart 
Miller * Company An 
Speed Racer   : Dreamtime 
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes 
Pncint Tune rioynouM 
DOCM Gillis      Patty Duke       Donna Road 
Nashville Now Pat Boone iR) 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces 
: «v» Dangerous Cunes" (1988. Comedy) Tata Donovan 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening al the Improv 
Thirty something 
World of Valor Those-Dare      Amenca: The Way We Were     Wildlife Chron ^Arctic 
Video Soul Top twenty. [Generations     News 
Bamaby Jones 
Movie: ♦• Hot Moves (1984; 
Time la^chine   The Un-Americans   (R) 
Farmry Feud     Joe Franklm 
Women's Coaege Basketball NCAA Region al Semifinal |Basket. Report | Boning Prime Championship Series (Live) 
World of Valor 
Midnight Love 
Those Dare 
Mysteries Paid Program 
Amenca The Way We Were 
Rap City lop ten 
Women's College BasketbaH NCAA Reg. 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3 WIBS 
4 ESPN 
10:00 
Showbiz Week 
Movie •• 
Fly Fishing 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
10:30 
Style  
••I..«».)    19" 
Walker s Cay 
:|9 00' Movie:     Dangerfield 
Teenage Mutant Nmia Turtles 
11:00 
Science-Tech 
11:30 
Basketball 
b„spe' sei Charlton Hesion 
Women's Cortege Basketbal 
Movie 
12:00 
Newsday: 
12:30 T 
Evans 
1:00 
Newsday . 
1:30 2:00 2:30 
Siyit(R) 
3:00 
On the Menu 
3:30 
Your Money 
Movie: **   CVas"   (1978. Drama) Wilkam Shatner. Eddie Albert [Movie: ««'/; Airport 1975 (1974 Drama) Charlton Heston 
Tiny Toon Taz-Mama 
Swing St - 
'wonder Years 'wonder Years 
X Men . Super Oaveg 
Ni »A Ldbl FWaflsOl t PjM   IL'VHI 
'^84 PG 
8 WRIC 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
Bugs Bunny a Tweety . 
Decorating       Yankee Shop 
Outdoor Enc     Good Fishing 
Tiny Toon        Taz-Mama g   iX-Men 
Saved by Bell   Cakt Dreams 
Bugs Bunny a Tweety q 
How the West Was Won 
Land ot Lost 
Woodcerving 
Golf Show 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 A&E 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
iiOO Movie 
Wonderland 
Speed Racer 
Heathclill 
Remodeling 
Insp Gadget 
Worship 
Dream Tern 
Fraggle Rock 
Sports 
Yogi Bear 
Mechanic 
That's My Dog 
Sunshine Fac 
WWF Mania Wrestling 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
i9 /X)i Time Machine 
Frug Gourmet Frug Gourmet 
Mac A Mutley   Animals 
'9 001 Video Soul by Request 
Fishing Stories Final Score 
Dark wing 
, Venlunng 
Paid Program 
Super Dave q 
SavedbyBek ;Name-Advntur 
land ol Lost     Darkwmg 
D'a-ai Goklie Mawn 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Star Trek 
Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - Mark III Vans 200 
Movie: ««v? "Necessary Roughness (1991) Scott Bakula 
MARCH 271 1993 
4:00 
Close-up 
Movie •»* 
4:30 5:00 
Future Walch  .EariyPnme 
The Ghost ot Flight 401 (1978) Ernest Borgrsne 
5:30 
Newsmaker 
Coaege B—ketball NCAA Division II Championship iLivei: 
Women's Coaege Basketball NCAA Mideast Regional Final 
Movie  •• 
N   «A 
'Horse Racing: Jim Beam 
Winnie-Pooh 
No Eicuse 
Soul Tram (In Stereo) 
Weekend 
Victory Garden 
Highlander The Series ' 
Why Didn't I 
Heartlnd Quilt 
Saved by Bed 
Omnibus 
Sawing 
Energy 
Movie: «««   Young Catherine (1991) Vanessa Redgrave 
Where a Will 
Wmnie-Pooh 
Movie: •*';   rVestfiound (1959 Westerni 
**  Onvmg Me Crazy (1991) PG 
Cheers (Rig 
Weekend 
Fmgerhut       | Great Ha* 9 
Bavwatch (R) q 
Family Playhouse: Ida Early 
Final Four 
Hunter A Child Is Bom 
[College Basketball 
Nate and Hayes (I983i PG [Lite Stones 
Couileau s Rediscovery ■?Paid Program 
Sewing-Nancy  Frug. Gourmet  Cookm Cheap 
Paid Program 
Cooking 
Tournament Regional Fma   JUW   , 
Clry Close up   Country Net     'Star Search m 
Paid Program   . LPGA Golf 
Nova Pig 'MotorWetk 
Highlander The Senas |R|        Preseason Baseball M 
Movie: «*«   Young Catherine  ('991| Vanes 
PGA Golf The Players Cnamc«cKisr»p Third i 
Movie: »«  Dangerous Love (1988) Lawrence Mwtoson 
Movie: •• Fort Osage (1952) Rod Cameron 
PBA Bowling 
*•   King ot the Wild Stallions  |1959| 
Cuba vs San Francisco Giants From Mesa, Ariz (Live) 
*      ""[HarryHendr    'Eitranaata     [WhyDidmi   [llogswi Heroes 
•he T^uma^e-' P:a,-'S Course at SeWf/lM j p'<"'» Vert'a  I 'J il -.ei 
ndOpen (Live)q [LPGA GoH Dinah Shore Classic u ■?
Moria:**'  The Ewok Adventure (1964) Enc Wafcar.q        |Arnarican Teacher Awards iR   . 3 
[Movie: ««'i   Man From Gods Country  (19S8) |U.t. Olympic Gold Bo»mg 
Movie: ««   Ishtar (1987 Comedy) Warren Baatty  PG-13        ^Jonathan Winters Spaced Oul ;Movie ••     i>   ■<     '• ■■■■'■ "i ' .'"•   '  '■■■•" 
Wiote-Walch 
Can't on TV 
In-Fisherman 
Black Stallion 
'justKids 
Wat* m Rock 
Can't on TV 
Fishin 
Zorro (R) q 
Music Videos (In Stereol 
Dennis 
Roland Martin   Outdoors 
Flipper Nick News 
M Dance Out 
Virginian   The Crooked Path 
Over the Hill Gang 
Movie: «»'■-; Tm Dangerous Tonight (1990) Madchan Arnica: 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
investigative Reports: Video 
Moonlighting 
In the Wild 
My Fair David 
World Alive 
Rap City Top ten iR)  
Bskt Forecast [Advisors 
Paid Program   Munsters 
Am Justice Spies (R) 
Jane Pratt 
Anything Poss ^ Wild-Wheels 
Teen Summit 
Swing Trainer .Firmnei 
Family Theatre 
Beyond Belief   Garden iR| 
Outdoors        iTrucMn'UU   |NMRA Today 
nmman Bkj Valley  Forty Rifles 
Inaide Stones [Nature ol Things g 
Movkt: «Vi Zapped Agam (1989) Todd Eric Andrews 
Pssst1 After You 
Dark horse iR 
Top 20 Video Countdown 
Can't on TV      Arcade 
Inside-Racing jAuto Racing NASCAR    Goodwrench 5O0 
Gunsmoke   Bimdman % Biu"     Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Azimuths        jMan Alive Pnme Time Playhouse 
Movie:*   MeatbaHIII  11987 Comedyi 
Freshmen        Salute Shorts 
"Eiplr Amenca 'our Way 
Young Riders 
Stage Door       Homeland 
Gossip1 [B. 
Preseason Baseball Los Angeles Dodgers vs New York Mels [Live) 
Year m Provence   Winter  (R) (Pan 1 ol 4> 
Supermarket     Shop Til Drop 
Wnga Harrier (R)  
Video LP (R) 
Capitals 
L.A Law 
Worid of Valor | Heart-Courage 
Paid Program   Rap City Top ten (R) 
[Knot's Komer  Highlander The Series Renegade   ' 
• •*     Summertime (1955 Dn Comedy on the Road Mi 
iMovie •» Unsolved Mysteries 
Nature Watch JEerth Journal   jStoney Knows Ho» 
Video Soul by Request iR)  
"S    I 1975) 
Great Organ Bazaar ■■?
Teen Summit iR, 
NHL Hockey >•»« J"sey Devils at Wastwigton Cap-tais i Capital Centre iLive) .Coaaclors Showcase OriOSN Hepoit 
SATURDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
8    WTVK 
1    WKLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
INT 
SHOW 
6:00 
Work) Today 
6:30 
Pinnacle 
,      7:00 
Capital Gang 
WCW Saturday Night 
7:30 
Sports Sat 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Both Sides     [Sources 
Preseason Baseball Atlanta Braves vs New York Yankees (Live) 
10:00 
'work) News 
10:30 11:00 1130 
Sports Tonight Capital Gang 
»» last Riles |19W Dramai Tom B» 
Skang .'.    I Sportscenter     Women's CoHege Basketbak Ni AA R«J |Womon'S Coiege Baakasaall NCAA West Regcnal Final (Lw»)]toeball Night 'SportKenter 
Academy 
Coaogo tesketbel NCAA Tctwuiinant Regional Fatal (Uva) 
Famay Works' Matties Welti Star Trek: Deep Space Ninog Capeq 
News ABC News 
Sandiego Newtons 
Lilestyles ol Rich I Famous 
Renegade   i 
News NBC News 
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy': 
Lawrence Welk Show 
ABC News 
Runaway-Rich 
Pnme Suspect 
Oesign.ir  
Design W 
Firefighters 
Cheers , 
Star Trek: Neit Gener News 
Bugs Bunny a Part  
Movie: «»«  The Dream Team (1989)   |Aswrd PniHem 
12:00 
Newsmght 
Tennis     «. 
12:30 
Evans 
Movie  • • 
MARCH 27, 1993 
]       1:00      ,       130 
Travel Gwde     Pinnacle >', 
ee/MoC'U il98i  H 
Movie:* Ladybugs (1992. Comedy) PG-13   |Conndy Hour Denms M«ar     |Movse: eett  Necessary Re Movie •• 1990 Morrori R 
Dr Oumn, Medicine Woman g 
|Copa(R)Q 
IntheHeetoltheNajhtiRi , 
Young Indiana Jon 
Movie:** 
Code 3 g       [Code 3 |R) q 
Raven (in Stereo) q 
Untouchabkas  Chinatown  g 
This is the Army (1943. Musical) George Murphy 
: eeVi Something Wicked This Way Comes (1983) 
Movie: «««   The Great WaUo Pepper (1975) Robert Redford 
Bang Served    French Fields 
News: 
Cops:; 
Almost Home 
Cops Ri . 
NursesiRi- 
Young Indiana Jones 
Code 3  , 
Empty Nest , 
CodeSiRig    ww West (Part 6 of 101 g 
Abo. You Reasonable Doubts (In Stereol 
Movie ••      '.'j'li   • 1992 Drama) Andy Gnlfrth 
Married    Wrth 
Comic Stop Lrve lln Sle 
Jataarttna 
Comic Ship Live "' Ste»er„ 
Married   With Hook Phonics Lifestyles of Rich t 11 
Movie «««  The Boetan Sewtfer I'968 Dramai Tony Curtis 
It's Showtime at the Apollo &/Soul Train nn itf*,, Comedy Sho 
Smith 1 Jones '(Of! An) 
• • Adventurei Charles Bronson ApoaoCom 
Cunenl Affair EiUa 
n Stereol Saturday Nighl Live  R 
Star Trek Deep Space Nme 
IR] 
(Off Mr) 
Magnum, PI   Solo Flight        [Shopping Spr 
Itait'a Uoteg at Yon, Wamar laoiwars  |Mo»w: »«*'t Wow. Voyager [1942 Drama) Bette Daws Paul Honreid | Movkt: *>«»  The See" 
Movie: »tt^   Termnatpr 2 Judgment Day (1991) Arnold Schwarzenegger  R|«*  iVaney Oantson and the Mtrtjoro Man     [Movkr: ««~^A>moaf Pregnant (1992) Tanya'■?
17   DISN     Movva: ««« PoHyanna (1960 Drama) Haykry Mils. Jane Wyman G'g [Preview Show [Movie •• •  '.',.. .;. '     '' 
..   ■■• .    \u^.h ,.oVk   n^ eii-i.M*       tiwii UHiftif Ui/UfM ii- - tun.., II MTV Wrote Watch 
19 NICK Double Dare 
20 TNN 'Country Beat 
22 'AM Bordertown:, 
23 VISN 'joylul Noise 
24 USA 'SwampThmg 
25 WWOR Bamaby Jones 
« AIE '( 
Week in Rock 
Guts 
African Skies 
Center Street 
Beyond 
Big Picture 
Doug 
Rm Tin Tin 
Sports 
Rugrats 
Teias Conn 
Zorro |R| g 
MUSK Videos [in Stereoi 
ClenssaEipl 
Opry Bkstge 
Young Riders 
Roundhouse 
'Grand Opry 
Bart i 
Ren A Stimpy 
Sutler Bros 
Movie  ••• . 
You Afraid''      Orajnel jog* 
Mrei American Munc Shop 
Legends of Comedy [R 
Countdown lo tht Ball 
Dragnet 
Grand Opry 
Bjtamat 
Dragne' 
Opry Bkstge 
Movkt «»»')   Hem Dolly 
Writer's Read   Sacred Songs   Miles to Go (R)  
'Movie ••«   Hustle  11975 Drama) Burt Reynolds 
Movie 
'Natural Work) R 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
21 BE! 
30 HTS        Sun Fishmg 
'Carotene t Cry 
Stolen Bat- 
Tnnrty Playhte 
*Matni 
'Gimme Break  |Movie: ««'T   ftolooo  (1970 Western) John Wayne Jenmter 0 No* 
W Sons otKateEiOtr 0965 Westerni John Wayne 
Saturday Showcase 'ACTS Act It Out 
Si* Stagings   ■'• Movie  •• 
Ne.i  , 'Newsworthy     'Night Games 
Meadtonger s Ba« 
Superman       'Donna Reed 
Statter Bros   R| (In Slarto) 
Zola L*.m 
Home Agam 
Paid Program Paid Program 
'Bu«ets Jam 
Travelquett 
.   ■?'.',•,   ,- '••    '- 
Mac i Mutley  [Arwmatt 
'Heart 4 Soul RIB 
*Putt to Win        Capita* 
Double Indemnity (1944) Fred MacMurray 
: ««  Midnight s ChUd (1992. Horror) Okwa 0 Abo 
ID 
CCM-TV 
Sacred Soul 
'   -"*
L
*" 
Paid Program 
|Lrring Planet Earth 
0» the Court     Sports Report 
Comedy on she Road 
Hidoen Room ^Confessions 
ChoaeerS'R.   'ChUenge EvOrajat 
VktM Saul by Aeou««< 
Carokne-. Comedy Hour Ri 
Unsolved Mysteries 
^Lrving Planet Earth 
Paid Program 
Movie •••• 
Detente 
Movie 
^Paid Program    Paid Program 
,44 
Patty Dukt       Fern 2-Night 
American MUSK She* 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
net" Man*- 
Paid Program 
NHL Hockey New Jersey Devils at Washington Capitals From '••-       <--""■?" Alan Warren Outdoort 
Free lo Laugh Amnetty Inter Pud Piogiam 
l Planes'f'     ^Choppert  '• jchahengt ' .i 
'Cormcview " 'Video LP ■■?_'«ap 
'catnuit 'NML Hockey 
Paid Program 
Pap 5 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Service Master of Farmvill, 
We clean carpet, furniture, 
auto interiors, student/ 
faculty rooms or houses. 
Call 392-6661! 
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF-Assis- 
i.iiit director, business manager, RN, 
I   M I . I'.it:i■mfiln.'.k.iii'ht.-ii stall, nml 
counselors and leaden, progran s|\- 
cialist, |VHII directa snd lifegriardi 
needed; lunc I2-Augusi IS. TWo 
seasonal resideni camps located neai 
Hasniscnburgandl eesburg,Va Con- 
tact: Paul Smith. (iSCNr. 2233 WIs 
COnsin Avt N W . Washington. IX' 
20007-4187 202 137-4300 or 800- 
523-7898 11 H 
ADOPTION—We hope to share our 
love and many Messingi with ;t bahy 
or young child We are protoskmab, 
hunk -laiiy M-i'iifi iandanxiousl) teefc 
ing to adopt We have s Large close 
family - hoih si-is ot giamdparentt and 
9 nieces and iieplaewi ii> love and 
cherish you child We will in-ip you 
an) waj we legally can Please call 
collect (804)7V)-M)7S 
MX IPTIONi Give your baby a lite 
fUled with love, laughssr, and lulls* 
bus     Happily married.  linaiKially 
lecure couple hoping to adopt  Call 
leaunie and Ken ooUed   804 !8' 
I6S2 tlawlul expenses paid ) Sunny 
nursery, loving gi*andparenu will wel- 
come baby home 
ADOPTION: CARING STABLE 
SINGLE FEMALE SCHOOL 
TEACHER DESIRES ID ADOPT 
CAUCASIAN BAHY 
IINANCIAI I.CIIKI- CAN PRO 
VTDE LOVING AND PUN FAM- 
ILY. CALLCOI I 1(1 All ISON 
804-572-8403 < )R WRITE P.<) B( )X 
855, SOUTH BOS ION. VA 24592. 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
now hiring students $100/$'KX)wkly 
Suniiner/liill lime lourCiuKksfiilt 
Ship Sales. Deck Hands. Bartenders, 
Casino Dealers, Etc. World tnvel 
Caribbean, Alaska. Europe, Hawaii 
No Experience Necesary Call I 
602-6804)323l-xi 23 
CHEAP! FB1/D.S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES $200 
XfiVW $50 
87 MERCEDES      $100 
65 MUSTANG $50 
( hoose Irom thousands ttSfthsf $50 
KKKL InlonnaliiMi 24 Hour Hotline. 
801-379-2929Copyright*VA025110 
$2(Ml - $500 WEEKLY 
Assemble prinlucls al hoine. I-Jisy! 
No selling You're patddirecl lully 
Guaranteed. FREE lnionnauon-24 
Hour Hotline   801-379-2900 Copy- 
right SVA025150 
SUM MER JOBS:    Patotera 
innli din \i liiintiui/Mtl 'It-aii/Kalls 
Church ar«-a. $6-7.50/hr. Cullrt>r 
Pro Painters.  I NIMI 'M2 (Mt7r. 
SUMMER CAMP STAFF:   Hob 
il.iv I ake4 -HCentei Is aeiepling ap- 
plications loi siiuiinei eainp stall 
Must be I'l yeais old ot one yciir of 
college Salary plus room and board. 
Weekends off! Apphcaiion deadline 
April 12   rollowmg instriietors |)osi 
in HIS available: Arebery, i MI, ca- 
noeing, Horsemanship, I ifeguard, 
Rlflery, Drama, I let trit Energy, Na 
iiire/Ai|uaiK  Science, Outdooi Ad 
venture,  and  Waterlmnt   Director 
Application ot addiuonalinfarmaiioii 
iinn.HI Gretj Wallace, Program l)i- 
rector, Route 2, Bos '■?10, Apponasttos, 
VA24522orcall(804)248 5444 An 
Equal' tpportunity Employer 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE! Appli 
latiniis Iin posilions 00 lamer pro 
ductions arc no* available!   Avail 
able are; ViK Pre idem, Mainsiage, 
Cultural i iiiiu.iiKin. BacKdoa I et 
lure, I'ubiu Relations, Runs, Series 
Performing Aits Appheations are 
available .ii the information (enter 
'ipm Ajxit.'   Inlet 
views will hi- held April 7 in the' h■?
lotte kiMiin 
INTERNATIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT 
Make money teaching basic 
conversational English abroad 
Japan & Taiwan Makt $2,000 
lo $4,000+ par month Many 
provide room It board ♦?other 
tn-i ni its'    No previous training 
IIIHK < ertifu ate required' 
:if >l< lymtiit pnignim call 
(206)  632-1146 
 F.xt.J5338 
I'iiRt- 6 
PERSONALS 
Timetefimingout! Onkryou i'^ 
book! Virginian oak* forms can 
be found in the- Rotunda area & the 
ford Uittlcrship Resoun 
ker! 
JU) OFFERED    Loal 
ihfee joined keyrings with about Is 
20 keys & anaO Mack bottle openei 
II IOIIIKIpi- Bt2120 
In Sigrna's Awesome K> Pledges - 
Hope yout Sprinj Break w;is great! 
Yini all an t job and we 
love .mi    I ove, YiMii Sisters 
Come I A.I I- with us! Longwood 
Alcohol Free FIOOJ Invites you lolive 
• in inn ball. II interested please con 
UM i Dee Dee iii 1636 a Darienc ai 
<M2 us soon as possiMe I united 
pHI available 
The International Studies House- will 
i* holding an Interest Meeting on 
March 29th at 9:00pm in the Irdfloa 
Mam Cunningharn Study Lounge 
Anyone interested is welcome There 
will also lx 11 offee house on Belize 
following the meeting! Refreshments 
served!   Quest s " call WMi" n 
1054 
Aiieniion all < inhs ,v organizations 
we need pictures!! Please send io I IK- 
Virgmian Box 2'Xrfi!! II you do not 
send pictures you will not he Included! 
Deadline is April 16" del your pics to 
the yearbook pronto!!!! 
I ongWOOd ( ollej'e (toll (OUTSC will 
require lee nines foi all play on week 
eiHls and holidays Halting  Sunday. 
Apni 4, 1993. Wuh Spring here, 
everyone wants to "tee n up!"   fee 
nines will help eliminate those long 
wails at the lust lee. so all golfers 
should have a moie eii|oyahle round 
lust call the course at 395-261 i Up to 
48 hours in advance Singles & two- 
somes are welcome You will he 
grouped togetbei by out starter The 
course will he closed all day on the 
follow in,- dales:  4/3,4/17, 5/8 
Kevin I eS., Did you honestly think 
I wouldn't tmtl out about lajniny, 
[racy, and Hie lliuduuc.' Un liuum. 
dei. I might add) Well, Mend, I hope 
you get ■?>.'(KHI grade in English  n I 
had to grade you on what I got out ol 
IIK- relationship, you'd have flunked 
Si.iv s> BTCe, the sight ol you makes me 
physically ill.       - Sincerely,   your 
Primd 
Niki   Wuna I Ig chuba 
Sasha   Thing! will get betia 
( apt   Hit    live long and piosper 
-—The Beefmasta 
TELEVISION The Rotunda March 24. IW3 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
ONIYWMHANCWVINI lOHtSI IMS 
•■AKj 
IF ONLY 
THEY CAME 
WITH 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
American 
Red Cross 
SUNDAY DAYTIMF 
10:00 
!    CNN     'OntheMenu 
10:30 
»il-     -»Hi 
11:00 
Co*Ch*» 
11:30 
Week m NBA 
12:00 12:30 
Sdence-Tec*. 
Reporter*       Sfjoeiscentet 
OuMtonM* 
Baptist 
WWF Superstars 
^[FtfNHon 
FUIHOUM: 
SportsWeekry 
Movie Movie: f_High Ice   (1980 Adventure) David JWW 
Sunday Mom Larry Jones 
Untouchables •   «wn  q 
Long Ago. Far   Ve Currents 
Star Search '■■    i»<«. 
Larry Jones 
Robert Schuller 
nooa.-rnonica 
Shakespeare 
Pasd Program 
Fi*» HOUM -. 
Wort Woman    Thu Wee* WmS Da>K) Bnnkley Track T**i 
Bugs Bunny t Pali        [Movie: «**>»   The fly Saw 
Movie     Movw ••*'';   The Postman A/mays Hum 1 
This Week With David Bnnkley Thta Richmond 
Baffle-Brains Club Connect In the Mi:, Lawrence We* Show McLeughhn     [One on One 
First Baptist Church 
Capitol News    Own Backyard 
Lifestyles ol Rich 1 Famous 
Lifestyles ol Rich t Famous     Movie: ««"?   Somtthmg Wicked This Way Comes 11963)        |Movio: «« Adas Amgo (1976. Comedy) Richard Pryot 
Victory Hour 
Andy Griffith AndyCvrMth 
Star Tree.: D—p Space Nine :, Health Today 
3 WTBS    Happy Days     Movie■••',   Hornets Nest [1970 Drama)Hock Hudson. Sytva Koscina 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
I WRrC 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
II WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
18 MT; 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 A»E 
27 LIFE 
28 TOC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
1:00 1:30 2:00 
Weak in Review 
2:30 
Earth Matters 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
riaiaasnn Basebel Atlanta Braves vs New York Mats (Live) 
Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup - TranSouth 500 From Darkoglon Raceway. S C (Live) 
[Andy OrtUft 
Movie •••   Dragonslayer (1961) Peter MacNicol  PG »'!  Defense Play (1988) David Okver 
Final Four College Baskesbal NCAA Tournament ReyoruJ Final (Live) q 
Health Today 
227:. 227  . 
Paid Program   [TBA 
Amen 
It We Picked the Winners 
i: Chicago White Son vs PtttsDurjh Pirates (Live) 
Happy Days 
Ch. Flog 
5:00 
MARCH 28, 1993 
5:30 
E arty Prime 
Tom A Jerry Captain Planet 
Skiing US Mens Pro Tour 
!*** "Best ol the Best (1989) PG-13 
Coffoge Baeketbea NCAA Tournament Regional Fmal (Live) q 
Sanlord 1 Son ISanlord t Son M'A'S'H M-A-S-H 
LPGA GoW Dmah Shore Classic (live) g 
Tony Blown 
H.'s 
Monty 
Twfftght Zone 
Road to she Academy Awards 
Tachnotogy-Ptfewsi 
Street Justice (Ri 
: The Series (R) 
NBA Baaketbel Phoenix Suns at Philadelphia 76ers From the Spectrum (Live) |P0A QoH The Players Championslkp (Live) q 
Images and Reaktiea. The African-American Famrly Fitness Quest 
MTV Jam 
Doug 
NHRA Today Winners 
Insp Gadget   'Pnnce Vakl 
Worship 'worship 
' 00 Cartoon Eipress 
Sleampipe Alley 
...» i »vv* Generation 
_Sports 
Ren I Stimpy 
In side-Racing 
Rugrats 
Am Baby 
Wonderland 
Week in Rock 
Salute Shorts 
Raceday 
Healthy Kids 
Discovery 
Kids Incorp. 
Humphrey Bogart. John Ridgety 
Movie...     ...... 
Movie: Key Lugo (1948) Gangsters hold a resort hotel'* residents hostage 
LPQA Golf Dmah Shore Classic (Live) q 
Big Picture^ 
Clans** Eipt. 
In-Fisherman 
TBA 
wro4#-Wtlch 
M Deuce Out 
Waltons   The Roots 
(9 00 Breakfast With the Art* 
Cholesterol Great Chefs 
IM Review |R| Internal Medic 
Homewotks Easy Does II 
Video Gospel Personal Diary For Black Men Lead Story 
Advisors 
Beekmen $ W. LrMe Engine 
Second Bapbst Church 
WWF At-American WretOng 
Danger Bay :, !Zorro_ 
tj 
"lHHtn.Movta |Movat:»«^ BookoILore  (1991) PO-13 
Movie: ««   The Monkeys Uncle (1965) q      |Preview Show |Movie: «■?
Here's Looking at You, Warner Brothers (R) 
Award Preview Movie:   Suburban Commando' 
HUt >/.• (1977) Dean Jones q 
MUSK Videos iin Stereoi 
Wisd&de Fifteen 
Hank Parker 
iWren 4 Bear     Molly's Pilgnm Its a Mile From Here toGkxy 
[American Sports Cavalcade (In Stereo) 
•**   Man s Famnte Sport (1964. Comedy) Rock Hudson 
Worship Cathode Mass 
MecOyver Soft Touch q 
Monte Walsh  (1970. Western) Lee Marvin 
Angela IWorship | Expression 
Can't on TV Arcade 
Winners ■?
Sports Wrote Watch 
j Wild Side 
Rodeo Timed Event Champ 
• ••'     Mister Roberts (1955 tm 
Movie: *•* 9 to 5 (1980. Comedy) Jane Fonda (In Stereo) 
Movie: «*« McCabe and Mrs Mm (1971) Warren Beatty. 
• •   Blonde Venus  (1932 Dramai Marlene Dietrich 
CeKkology Jml of Med Physicians 
"Nature Watch 
| Paid Program 
Fishing Stones Bskt Forecast Va WHdsrfe     | Nordic Track 
Family 
Earth Journal 
Paid Program 
Onokn Report 
•*  live Wires  11946 Comedy) 
Internal Medic _Physicians 
Orel Organ Bauer (R) 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Radiology 
Mormon Cho» 
Gossip! 
Hkiminations     It Is Written      Worship 
Just Ten of Us 'My Two Dads [B. Buddies 
: ***  Joe Kdd (1972 Western) Clint Eastwood 
Cardiology 
Glory ol Their Times |R) 
Paid Program  jPaid Program 
«**V?  rVoodsfoc*  (1970, Documentary) jkni Hendru. The Who. Crosby. SMs & Nash 
Family 
Mac & Mutley 
Paid Program 
Dentist Updalelntefnal Medic {Disease 
r. **\j   The Amazing Apes  (1977) 
Paid Program JPatd Program   Paid Program 
Capitals NHL Hockey Pittsrjuign Penguins at Washington Capitals From the Capital Centre (Live) 
Jmi of Med. 
Travel-Advent 
Paid Program 
Collector's Showcase 
WSoemets 
Medical Prog 
Animals 
Paid Program 
Tennis 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 
2 CNN 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
8    WRIC 
9 
10 
WCVE 
WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
6:30 7:00 
Business 
7:30 
World Today    Week in NBA 
WCW Mam Event Wrestling 
Ouke-Ky  92     Final Four 
Movie •> in invisible Man (19921 Chevy Chase 
CBS News 
Sports Sunday Pnmenews 
8:00 8:30 
Movie ••  Tarantulas The Deadly Cargo (1977. Suspense) 
Isportacenser  [Beieta* NJght 
News 
Star Trek  Neil Gener 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
News ABC News 
Ghostwriter ,   Ghostwriter ■?
Movie » •' Hgh Armrty ( 
'Catwall 
Vws ^NBC News 
News 'ABC News 
Bugs Bunny 4 Pan) 
W Minutes (In Stereo) q 
Parker Lewis    Shaky Ground 
Home Videos   Am Funniest 
Austin City Limits (In Stereoi 
77 Comedy) Met Brooks 
Parker Lewis    Shaky Ground 
Brokaw Report: Immigration 
| Home Videos   Am. Funniest 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
20   TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
26   AtE 
27   LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
MMI.I.I:; 
Week m Rock 
Guts 
9:00 9:30 10:00 1030 
Nature or Nur   Week-Review   World News 
National Geographic Explorer:; 
Preseason Baseball Chicago Cubs vs Oakland AthWua (U¥»| 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Business 
Network Earth 
Sportscenter 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
teeVi  Under Suspicion (1991) Lam Neeson R q      [Movie: Barbarians at the Gate (19931:; 
Murder. She Wrote (In Stereoi 
In Living Color Roc (In Stereo) 
Day One  . 
Nature: Realms 
Street Justice (R)  
In living Color |Roc (In Stereo) 
I Witness Video (In Stereo) q 
Day One q 
Movie:  The Man With Three Wives  (1993) Beau Bridges g 
Mxarried... W* | Herman Heed | Flying Bkndq |Edge q Arsemo Han |R 
World Report Fmal Edition 
Making Grade   Lon Davis Hair Tomorrow 
|Auto Racing 'IA k.'mula One 
DealA Meal     |Renuty Break 
Brazilian Grand Prix. 
»   7n 
Married   With 
(In Stereo) Q 
Movie: ***'i Star Trek IV The Voyage Home (1986) William Shatner q        News 
Masterpiece Theatre   Hedda OatHl   □? I American Masters 
Gift of Love 
Married... With : Herman Head 
News:; 
Flying Blind 
Married..  With  Current Affair Extra 
jneyJoJo DaiKer-Ue Is Calling 
Trinity Baptist Church 
American Gladiators 
[Ebony/Jet 
Whoopi Goldberg (In Stereo) 
Apollo Comedy Hour (Ri 
(OH Air) 
Instant Replay Know BuH-Phil ;Koujk 
Edge . 'wild West iPart 7 ol 10) q 
A Time (or Life (In Stereo) 
Movie: Lethal Exposure (1993. Dramai Ally Sheedy q 
■1Q8R Wii 
News 
Mevte. ***h Star Trek IV The Voyage Home iam Shatner q 
Inside Edition 
It's Showtime al the Apoto (R) 
Meairig Money I Design. W 
Entertainment Tonight:. 
NBA BasketbeX New York Knicks at Golden State Warriors (Live) 
Movie: ««"; Newsies  (1991 Musical) Chrishan Bale   PC' q   |Tme Turner Going Home , 
MUSK Video* (In Stereo) 
'5 00' Movie     Movie:'Don lime on Planet Earth  (1968) 
Avonlea 'I' 
Big Picture 
Double Dare 
NHHA Today    inside Racing   American Sporta Cevalcad* (In Stereo) 
Big Bro Jake  IThat's My Dog ;Man Mansion 
Sacred Soul (Hi 
Movie: «•*•   The Silence ol the Lambs  (1991) Jodie Foster 
Looney Tunes |Looney Tunes |Nicfc New* 
Joy of Music 
Rin Tin Tin 
■Mod 
Song* 
[Hitchhiker 
Bameby Jones 
Physicians 
hi Search Of       Real West |R| 
Medical Prog    Medical Prog 
Wings   Harrier   |R| 
I Paid Program [Paid Program   Paid Program 
'5 30' Tennis Virginia Slims ol Houston 
MacGyver (In Stereo) q 
Simon 4 Sura,.' 
Rediscovering America (Rl 
Paid Program 
Capitals 
African Skies 
F-Troop 
Raceday 
Black StaHKKi 
Nature of Things: 
Mori. I Mtndy 'Dick Van Dyke 
Fi»hm' NlaMd Martm 
Father Bowling Mysteries 
Common Sense Religion 
WWF March to WrestleMama IX 
Glen, Gimme Break   Star Search m Stereoi 
i: *«**   Touch o'Evil (1958. Dramai Chafflon Heslon 
Jrnl of Med. 
WUdkfe Tales 
Paid Program 
f*1 
Sanctuaries 
Paid Program 
Cardiology      i Internal MeOc. 
To ProtKt Mother Earth 
Bobby Jones Gospel (R. 
[Movie: «««   Destination Tokyo  (1943. Adventure) Cary Grant John GarMd 
Howie Mandel Summer 
Gunsmoke   The GoWtakers 
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo) 
Sports [ShopprngSpr 
Movie: Pubtc Enemy (1931) 
|Mow*: «'7 Warlock (1989) Juaan Sands R    Movie: «'■> Cyoorg (1989, Science Fiction) R 
Movie: •••' i   The Hustler  (1961. Drama) Paul Newman. Piper Laurie 
Unplugged 
A  Hitchcock 
Bassmasters 
Rockumentory 
Lucy Show 
Outdoors 
In Touch 
Worship 
Counterstnke   Contender 
Golf r.ho* 
MrssMarple  Nemesis 
Ob'Gyn IF—f 
hi Celebration of Trees (R) 
Video Gospel    Personal Diary 
NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins at Washington Capitals Fiom the Capital Centre |R) 
Speed Racer    Liquid TV 
MT Moore 
Road Test 
J. Ankerberg Ben Haden 
Worship 
Sitk StaHungs  Wild Card  q 
Movie: *k*   The Chosen (1981. Drama) PG 
Dragnet 
Truck Power 
Church Chnst 
"w rTupfPii  |rij ' my H 
onorvmma nevrwwa 
WHdMe Tales 
For Black Men Lead Story 
taneaMifw 
Bowling Duchprn 
120 Minutes (in Stereo) 
Superman 
Truckin' USA 
John Osteen 
Everyman 
Donna Heed 
Winners |R| 
Larry Jones 
HoUywd Inskte Paid Program 
Psid PfOQfMH   Pwd rrotjTeVn   P**»d ProQftfn 
Patty Duke 
Our Way 
^Night 
Eiptr Amenca 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
MMpoM 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
«»**   Touch ol Evil (1958. Drama) Chartton Heston 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
To Protect Mother Earth 
Paid Program 
Capitals 
Paid Program 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
In Celebration of Trees (R) 
Paid Program [raid Program 
NHL Hockey: Penguins at Capitals 
MONDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
8 WRIC 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
6:00 630 
World Today 
3's Company 
Th'breds 
News 
Full House ; 
Mew* 
Elem French 
7:00 7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
PrrlH#fHj*la,$ ^ 
9:00 9:30 
Andy Griffith 
Sportscenter 
Movie ***» 
*CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Larry King Live From Tokyo q Moneyline 
B  Hillbillies 
College Basketball National Invitation Tournament -- Semifinal  [Coeege Basketball National Invitation Tournament - Semifinal From New York [Sportscenter 
NBA Basketball Portland Trail Blazers at Atlanta Hawks From the 0mm (Livel 
10:00 10:30 
WOcW N#w$ 
11:00 11:30 
Sports Tontijht IMonf ywM (R)   NtwtniQM 
12:00 
Movie: ***  The Green Berets (1968 Drama) John Wayne. David Janssen 
Almost an Angel 11990) PG 
Roseanne' 
Star Trek Next Gener 
lEnL Tonight 
Movie:*';  Beastmaster 2 Through the Portal of'*ne (19911 
Evening Sh«de|Heart* Alkeq |Murphy Brown |LovetWar: 
Wheel Fortune Jeopardy!:; 
MacNeil. Lehrer Newshow:; 
Movie: »«h  The fmal Countdown  (1960) Kirk Douglas 
Barbara Walters 
Great Performances 
i Stereo)q 
Movie: '*'i   Two Evil Eyes   (1990) Adrienne Barbeau  R 
Northern Exposure (In Stereo) 
I West i Part 6 ol 10) q 
Baseball Night 
12:30 
MARCH 29, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Crossfire ill       Larry King Live From Tokyo 
National Geographic Explorer (R) q 
Auto Racing: NASCAR    TranSouth 500 
News 
Movie: • * *   White Mpr Can [ Jump   11992) Woody Hirretton 
Sweating Bullets |lr ^tP'»d     kove Connect iCatwalk iRl Un Stereoi 
Arsemo Hal (R) (In Stereo' 
Awards i m Stereo Liveiq 
U'WJI 
I tf VWVHT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
Saved bv Bell  .Partndge Fam  ,0estgn. W. 
Mama 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AtE 
News 
News    
Bugs 4 Pals 
I   '   Movi- 
Movie    FprnGi 
MTV Jams (In ' 
What You Do 
IS 30l VideoPM «o)  
Life Goes On r 
Robert Clary    [Tnmty Playhsa 
Jeftersons:, 
27 LIKE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
NBC News _ Inside Edition 
ABC News Inside Edition 
Captain Planet Jetsons 
eta (i%. Movie **h i 
,    ".       - Ra,ntores'   i:JM. 
tereol ITBA 
Wild Craiy Kid Looney Tunes 
Current Affair    Murphy Brown 
Scandmava (R)q 
..   A r.pe' s Taf   i'987 Drama''- Ma-  -' 
Movie. •' J   Twisted Justice M990) Oand Hejyernr 
Cheers: 
i —■— 
Ent  Tonight 
'Bugs 4 Pals 
[Freeh Prince   |BtoMom q 
[Barbara Welter* (In Stereo) q 
Nature Scandinavia' (R)q 
New»q 
The Author q 
Movie. **V!  Above the Law (1988 Drama) Steven Seagal q 
MajeftMi 
NigM Court 
Studs Whoopi Highway to Heaven   Friends 
(OtAlf) 
Ko(ak 
Cheers q .     | Whoopi 
Academy Award* iln Sterec    . 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q 
iMovie: »»«   TheOutriders (1950. Western Joel McCrea       [Movie: ««»  Guns tor San Sebastian (1968. Adventure) Anthony Qumn 
'«9i [Inside-Boning 
Preview Show 
Comrkaie 
Bullwinkle 
Avonlea (in Stereo) q 
'Classic MTV 
Get Smart 
Cartoon Eipress 
Cosby Show:,'Who's Boss? 
Rockford Files', 
Supermarket   i Shop Til Drop 
Mother Nature   Wildlife Chron 
Video LP        'Screen Scene 
Putt Io Win      Bullets Jam 
Video Pnme H- 
Waltons   The Separation 
tin the Spirit   Headhnes 
Quantum Leap lln Stereci 
Gimme Break JGIona 
In Search Of    Ri 
Crook 
Pete' Rabbit 
i: «  The Lonely Lady (1983) Pia Zadca 
Gunsmoke The Fugitives 
David Lettsrmen 
g RushL 
Current Affair 
BobCoeta* 
Hard Copy ; 
«   The Oscar (1966) Stephen Boyd 
Movie: t««   Lethal Weapon  (1987 Drama) Mel Gibson R q |Movkr. «*« ' 7» Havid Tfujf Rocks the Cradle (1991) R q 
Movie: *'*h  The Sand Peoples (1966) An American expatriate s gunboat is heM under siege 
Prime Time With Dufl (In Stereo) 
Superman        MT. Moore       Dick Van Dyke 
Taxa* Conn.     NathvUK Now (In Stereo) 
Madeline Gyp. 
Prime Time Playhouse 
Murder. She Wrote . 
Simon a Simon 
Natural World 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Mac 4 Muttey    Pet Con 
Tnple Threat    I m Back 
ATP Maganne JMator Indoor Lacrosse Playoff Game (Ri 
David L. Wotper Presents 
Father fJoweng Mysteries 
Sacred Song*. Sacred Space* 
WWF WrestleMama IX 
Bamaby Jones 
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries 
c »»*VS "Empire ol the Sun    '98" Drama) Chrishan Bale, John Malkovich Miranda Richardson 
Moat Wanted (In Stereo) TBA 
Dragnet | A. Hitchcock     Lucy Show 
Comkaie 
F-Troop 
Highwaymen (R) (in Stereo)      |Club Pence (R) (In Stereo) 
700 Club 
Memorial Methocktt Church      Sing Out 
IS&tftCfOw snd Mrs. King 
Moths to a Fu MacGyver  The Challenge 
Concert for the Americas (Rl 
Alternative Nahon 
Pel Smart      |DobieOaw 
4 Company  I   S*ST*0| 
The Lost Episodes Bonanza 
Recovery Line 
Street* of San Francisco 
Lovero, Evening at the Improv |R) 
Hitchhiker Ray Bradbury 
Bamaby Jones 
[David L Wolper Presents 
30 Mm Movie     Queens L 
The Slipper and the Rose   G 
Speed Racer 
Patty Duke 
Dreamhme 
Donna Reed 
Nathvifle Now |P 
Rifleman 
Mormon Chow 
HoUywd Inside 
Family Feud 
Paid Program 
Song* 
Dog Howe (R) 
Joe Franklin 
Sherlock Holmes Myslenes 
Sanlord Convc.ie« 
| Thirty something  A Wedding    [Unsolved Mysteries 
Heron Cove (R) IWortd Away  Norway |R) 
Video Soul 
Bowling ABC Team Challenoe From Seattle 
Natural World |R| 
Generations     I m Back 
Heron Cove (Rl 
SportsBeal     [Soccer 94 
Midnight Love 
Ma|or Indoor Lacrosse 
[Paid Program 
(") World Away   Norway 
Cormcview |Ri [Screen Scene 
layoff Game (R) 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6.00 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
AIE 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
6 30 
Andy Gnffith 
iupCIOM 
Rathe ciyei 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partndge Fam 
Mama 
7:00 
Moneyline 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
199?'  PG 13 
Roseanne , 
World Today 
3 s Company 
NBA Today 
;
  10 Movie  ••' 
News 
Full House . 
News 
Elem French 
Saved by Bell 
Full House ; 
News 
Ws    
Bugs A Pals    _Capt*n Planel Jetsons 
[Movie •• dm (tW 
Movie  •• 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live From Tokyo q 
Sanlord t Son .Movie «»«   Dirty Harry  (1971. Dramai Clint Eastwood 
10:00 10:30 11:00 
World News iSports Tonight 
11:30 
|R] 
Movie: «««   CoogansBlult (1968. Drama) Cant Eastwood 
NBC News 
'ABC News 
Dangerfietd 
Ent. Tonight 
Star Trek Next Gener 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy' , 
MacNeil,'Lehrer Newshour , 
Design W 
Current Affair 
Inside Edition 
Inside Edition 
Preseason Baseba* Chicago White Sox vs Texas Rangers. (Live) Baseball Night 
Movie:*  ladyouos (1992 Comedy) PG 13   | Movie: ««  Cate Romeo (1991) (In Stereo) It 
Magic of David Copperfield 
Class ol '96 (In Stereoi q 
Full House:,    Mr Cooper 
Nova  The Lost Trnje 
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q 
Tnbeca  Honor   (In Stereo):; 
Roeetiwe q    [Jackie T 
Jeftersons 
Fronliin*q_ 
Movie: ««   No Mercy  11986 Drama) Richard Gere 
Murphy Brown 
Cheer* q  
Ent. Tonight 
Bug* t Pals 
Class ol '96 (In Slereo): 
I Witness Video (In Stereoi:; 
Full House :,    Mr Cooper 
Tnbeca  Honor   (In Stereo):; 
Quantum Leap (In Stereoi:; 
:,     I Jackie T 
Bodies of Evidence q 
WdWe*t(P»ri 7oiiQ)q 
Homefront (In Slereo) q 
Search and Seizure 
News  . 
Wild West     i" 
Dateline II'    '■?
Sportacenter 
Comedy HourRick Ducommun 
12:00 12:30 
Crottfire (Rl 
MARCH 30^1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live 
Ma/or Dundee (1965) Chartton Heston 
Skan, [Snosvboarding  Pro Ski Tour 
♦*Vj  Atterburn (1992) Laura Oern  R 
Arsenio Hel (In Stereo) q 
[Forever Knight (In Stereo) 
Adventures 
Night Court 
Ma* 
Love Connect 
WlHH-,.1 
Nighttalk 
Dream League 
• *   Scissors 
Street Ju»tice |R) 
Highway to Heaven n 
Paid Program   Who's Boss'' 
Homefront (In Stereo) q 
Dennis Wholey (Off AH) 
Kotak 
Cheer* q       'Whoopi 
Tonight Show  - Stereoi 
Rush L 
: «« Dangerous Love (19B8. Suspense) 
Gunsmoke  Eleven Dollars 
David Letterman 
Hard Copy :j 
Id, . 
1%7| 
MTV Jams iln Stereoi 
What You Do    Wild Craiy Kid 
Ii5 JOi VideoPM 
Lite Goes On  Jeriy 
Center Street ichnstophe- 
Cartoon Eipress 
Cosby Show , Who s Boss? 
Rockford Files  . 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
'video LP 
'GCH! Atlantic 
TBA 
Looney Tune* 
Zorro 
Big Picture 
Butwinkle 
Video Pnme (In Stereo) 
Walton*   The Theft 
Life Choice*     Spirt 
NBA Basfcotbet Phoenix Suns at Chicago Buts From Chicago Stadium (Lrvel   |Movie: »«« S(DoHats)' (1971. Suspense) Warren Beatty. Golcte Hewn 
Rush (1991 Drama) Jason Pattic   R q c «'■■» ChMs Play 3 (1991. Horror) R    jllwtK ** Scanners III The Takeover (1992) 
Movie: ••' ?   My Heroes Have Always hW- COHbOft   H991 Waft Disney Presents 
Classic MTV    [Prune Time With Duff (In Stereo) 
Get Smart      ISupermen      |M.T. Moore     [Dick Van Dyke 
Crook and Chase 
Young Rider* iln Mere.    , 
Campbell*        In Good Faith 
Murder. She Wrote . 
Nashville Now (In Stereoi 
Father Dowling Mysteries 
Man Alive:,    !Hurt-Matter 
Most Wanted (In Stereo) 
Dragnet [A Hitchcock 
American Music Shop 
700 Club 
Worship: Fir»t Bapbst Church 
Boxing      vi'i Quantum Leap iln Stereoi , 
Gimme Break >reseason Basebel IOS Angeles Dodgery vs New York Mats (Live) 
'in Search Of Biography   Jimmy Holla |R) 
LA Law 
Terra X 
Sanlord 
Stokm Balm  (1993 Drama) Mary Tyler Moore 
Arthur Clarke 
Comic view 
Invention (R)    [Next Step       (Balance of Nature: Weil 
Shop Til Drop  Unsolved Mysteries 
Wildkle Chron 'MK A Mutley   Pet Con 
Screen Scene   Tnple Threat   [Comedy Club 
NBA Action      Capitols *NHL Hockey Buffalo Sabres at Washington Capitals From the Capital Centre (Live) 
Midon Lrve at Carnegie Hell Not Moiart 
Video Soul (Rl 
Hetty Conmk Jr.- Big Band     Movie: «««« Mutiny on the Bounty (1935) Clark Gable 
TBA 
Lucy Show 
Cormkaze 
F-Troop 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Gospel Music [Ligntmuaic 
MacGyver  Runner*    . 
Streets of San Francisco Bamaby Jone* 
Current Affair 
BobCoeta* 
Home Shopping Spree 
Movie:   Mickey One (1965) 
«« Prey ol the Chameleon 
Alternative Nation (In Slereo) 
Get Smart Dobie C-r*i 
Miller 1 Company (In Stereoi 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Inside Stones 
Hitchhiker 
Bless Father 
Ray Bradbury 
Evening at the Improv Biography   Jimmy Holla  (R) 
Thirty something 
Terra X |M 
Generations 
Collector'* Showcase 
Arthur Clarke 
'Comedy Club 
SportsBeal 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Invention, R|    'Next Step (Hi 
Midnight Love ' 
Speed Racer Dreamsvne 
D'liina Hen: Patty Duke 
Nashville Now (R) (In Slereo) 
Rifleman 
Joy ol Music 
Paid Program 
(*ghw.y 
Boxing iR) 
Family Feud     Joe Franklin 
Midori Live at Carnegie Han 
Wyilsnti IPtM ProQrsm 
Balance of Nature: Wolf 
ComKvlew (R) Screen Scene 
Capitals NHl Hockey   I iln.     n ( j(lit,,is 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
AtE 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
6:10 7:00 7:30 
Cro*e*r* 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
6:00 
Work) Today 
3's Company     Andy Griffith 
inside PGA       Up Close 
Movie •• '9861 Joyce K 
News CBS News       Roseanne ,     Ent Tonight 
J*0_ 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Movie: «•*   Two Mules lor Sater Sara (1970. Weslern) Clint Eastwood Sanlord A Son 
PBA Bowling ABC Seniors FromTulsa Okla 
JMovie: **Vi 
[Lory lung Live From Tokyo q 
10:00 10:30 
Workl N#wt 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11:30 
Moneyline |R| 
12:00 
Newsnight 
|Movie: «««  Joe Kidd (1972. Western) Cant Eastwood 
Star Trek  Next Gener 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy1 
Full House Mama 
News ABC News 
Elem French Business Rpl    MacNeil Lehrer Newshour , 
Saved by Bell Vartndg* Fam   Design W 
ICoeegs Uasketbe* 'I" Tournament Championship 
How'd They Do That? q 
Under Suspicion (1991) Uam Neeson R q 
Beverry Male, tf»W |in Siereoi 
WorkkrYeawJrlomer^r^ 
In tisaHeetof trie Night:, 
The Test   :, 
Living and Working m Space 
Home Imp 
Living and 
Coach q  
Chasing-Wind 
Crypt Tales     [Dream On . 
44 Hours (In Stereoi:, 
WiidWesi •   -     ' 
Siren* (In Stereo) q 
ill's Be' 
News 
Mama Current Affair i 
NBC News Inside Edition 
ABC News Inside Edition 
'Captam Planet Jetsons 
'' >964i 
Full House 
News 
Newt 
Bugs A Pals 
■?•  MOVN 
Movie ••« 
MTV Jams ii 
What You Do 
.'(teoPM 
Life Goes On 
30 Good Mm    Options issues Jesuff Journal 
Cartoon Eipress 
Cosby Show  .  Who s Boss' 
Unsolved Mysteries iln Stereoi [Homicide: Life on the Street 
Wonder Years  Home Free  .  'Home Imp        fCoech  . 
Wild West  ; 
Jefferson*.;     Mom* ••   American Nnp   '985i Michael DuCkkc* 
Murphy Brown   Beverly Hin*. *0210  n    •      Metro** Place   The 
Cheers  . 
Ent Tonight 
Bug* A Pats    ^Movie ««*'7 Oklaftomj' (1955 Musical) Gc*dorTMacRae Shirtey Jones Gloria Grahame 
30-Mm Movie ^Movie ««W Aten Nahon ,19881 James Caan IMowe: ««« The Poors 
iCnme A Purnshmenf , 
S«*ns 
I 12:30 
CrossNe M 
jMovie:«*v> 
MARCH 31. 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live From fokyi 
II mghl | Sportscenter   |8<Krybuilding Mr Qfymoia (R) 
Band ol Angels  (1957) 
Barbarians at the Gate (1993. Comedy) James Garner 
JDangerous Curvet (In Stereo) 
Hel (In Stereo) q 
Adventure* 
Night Court 
Studs 
LoveContiecl 
Dennis Wholey (Off Air) 
Outaide the Line*: Shaq 
MM i.k-k cm ,11*91, 
Lifestyles ol Rich A Famous 
Highway to Heaven q 
Paid Program [Who'* toe*? 
Renegade   l',i 
Cheers . 
Tonight Show 
fhghtkne 
Men  iin 
Whoopi 
Rush L 
Movie: •• 4fef«v  ii"79) Sean Connery 
(toemoM M*<)»n Current Afl* 
Wonders of th* World 
'BA 
WM Crazy Kid Looney Tunes 
Cormkaze 
Bulwinkle 
Ti 
Video Pnme (in Stereoi 
Pnme Tim* With Duff 
Walton*   Th* Roots 
'Quantum Leap (In Stereo) q 
Gimm* Break    Tamps Rising 
Rockford Files '; 'in S*»rch Of 
Supermarket     Shop TH Drop 'unsolved MyttentM  
Mothei Nature   WiWkt, Chron   Mac A Mutley    Pet Con 
tVid*oLP Screen Seen* *Tnpte Three!   [p—mta 
Outdoor 1'iils 'Putt to Win      'capital Prev 
Classic MTV 
[Get Smart 
Crook and Chase 
Young Rider* itn Stereoi g 
Ineid* Stones   Bless Father 
[Murder. She Wrote 
Simon A Senon 
Our Century Germans^ 
'LA Law   'V or Not TV 
Glona E*l*ten Gomg Home : 
Superman       :MT Moore 
♦" 
Pa*tPro»ent 
OKk Van Dyke 
1991 Drama) Val Kilmer Meg I 
Two Bod* !.<qe 
R 
Smatra in Japan (R) (in Stereo) 
Unplugged (In Stereo) 
Dragnet 
NathvUK Now (In Stereo) 
Father Dowttrif Mystene* 
Mormon Chor* .Song* 
'Movie    ThaLtttH*  11983. DrampBryen Brown q 
700 Ck* 
1 Hrtchcocii SMge 
Piestonwood   [Stage Door 
David Letterman [Bob Costa* 
Hard Copy ,   [Home Shopping Spree 
S
—
x
 !»*»«» Joy m tie Uonmg 
Senctux* |1M1 MMeryi ft    I Trtncm II 
Movie *••  The Comanchm 
TBA 
Lucy Show 
Cormkaze 
F-Troop 
illHiniilive N iii 11 
Get Smart 
World War II Hi (Parti 
Sin'ora 
AmJueffce    |S»»M(R) Around th* World m M Day* 
Movie: ««  Folio* to* W**Y> j1990 O"1"*'p<ttl<* Candy 
w*n<"> 
Beyond 2000 
Cormcview       Video Seul (R) 
Women's College Gymnastics Big Ten Championsruis 'Alan Warren Outdoors I Onolet Report 
Ck* Denc*lRl Iln merer 
Scarecrow and Mr* Kmg 
Homeland        Joy of MUSK 
MacGyver   joio 'Ij-' 
Streets of San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv 1R1 
Thirtysomethmg 
WorM War II (H    ^d" ' jl J 
Generations      De*mond* 
Soccer '94       *NBA Action 
Miller A Comrj?  , 
Bonanza  The Lost Epleedt* 
Hitchhiker 
In Good Faith 
Ray Bradbury 
Bamaby Jones 
Our Century: German* 
'unsolved Mysteries 
Speed Racer   iDreemtme 
VaityDuk*      [Dorau/ReerT " 
N**hvile Now (R) (in Slereo) 
Rifleman 
* HjntM 
Equekzer 
F amity F*ud     Joe Fni*iin~ 
"Wings (Rl  
'Midnight Love 
|Petd Program 
Am  Justice 
Mysteries 
Beyond 2000 
Con>Kvi*f* (fl 
Spies (Ri 
Paid Program 
Women's College Gvmnatkc* Big 
* .!•    Screen Scene 
hampionsNos (R) 
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News 
Briefs 
HONOLULU (AP) The Interna- 
tional Pog Tournament is otter- 
ing a $500 reward for the return of 
about M.000 stolen pogs, accord- 
ing to a spokesman. 
John Silvia said the milk caps 
were stolen Saturday from an Air- 
borne Express office in 
Mapunapuna. 
1 ney were part of a shipment of 
20,000 for the tournament, which 
began Monday and runs through 
Thursday, he said. 
The pogs have "Outrigger Ho- 
tels ()V' printed on the outside 
rim. with a Sea Life Park sponsor 
seal in the center, Silvia said 
Yeltsin seizes power 
LEGAZPI.Philippines(AP) The 
Mayon volcano exploded for the 
third day Tuesday, dumping tons 
Of cement-like ash on villagcsiicar 
its slopes and raising fears of ava- 
lanches as rain clouds gathered 
around die volcano 
Ihe Philippine Institute of Vol- 
canology and Seismology said 
Tuesday's explosions were 
marked by ash emissions up to 
one mile high, adding that larger 
explosions were still possible 
Mayon began erupting Sunday, 
hurling ash more than two miles 
from its crater and driving thou- 
sands of villagers intoevacuation 
centers. There were no reports of 
casualties directly resulting from 
the eruptions. 
Schools in Ixgazpi cancelled 
classes and Philippine Airlines 
suspended its (lights to the city. 
10 miles north of the volcano. 
Eleven explosions were re- 
corded during a 15-hour observa- 
tion period that ended Tuesday. 
The volcano also registered 124 
quakes during that period. 
Scientists warned of avalanches 
that may be triggered by rain. 
Mayon is one of the country's 
21 most active volcano*, includ- 
ing Mount Pinatubo.  which 
BEIJING (AP) A weekend 
earthquake severely damaged a 
rural town in libel and killed at 
least one resident, the official 
Xinhua News Agency reported 
Tuesday. 
Ihe earthquake shook the re 
mole region late Saturday with a 
force of 6.6 on the Richtcr scale. 
signifying a tremor capable of 
causing severe damage 
Xinhua said houses collapsed 
in the town of Ngamring. where 
die death occurred It had no oilier 
details. 
RESTON. Va (AP) I IS Air will 
spend about $200 million to buy 
Rolls-Royce jet engines lo power 
15 Boeing 757-200 twiniei all lin- 
ers, the companies laid 
Ihe Arlington, Va -based air- 
line now has40 757s in service or 
on order Ihe airline also placed 
Option! to buy engines lor 15 Other 
lets 
"Eighty percent of Boeing 757 
operators have selected the Rolls- 
Royce engine, and there is clearly 
a high degree ol CUMoma s;itis 
faction." Rolls-Royce Chairman 
Sir Ralph Robins mU rhursdav 
'Ihe planes BTC scheduled toi 
delivery in 1995 and 1996 
BE CIVIL! 
MOSCOW (AP) Boris YelLsins 
imposition of emergency rule gained 
wide support among workers Monday 
but was opposed by many of the gov- 
ernments of Russia's autonomous re- 
publics 
Flie 16 republics in Russia, which 
together make up roughly a quiirter ol 
the country's territory, have their own 
legislatures and are nominally autono- 
mous Many seek independence from 
Russia and apparently fear that strong 
presidential rule would block their 
efforts. 
Ihe government of the northern 
Sakha republic, formerly Yakutia, is- 
sued a statement saying the Russian - 
power struggle has becomeextremely M.3.I1 CXCCUlCQ 
destructive. It demanded a political 
political and economic demands. 
In 1989 and the beginning of die 
1990s, coal miners' strikes nearly 
brought Russia's industries to a halt. 
Economic demands quickly turned 
political and reformist, shifting the 
balance of power in the country to- 
ward Yeltsin and undermining the 
authority of Soviet President Mikhail 
Gorbachev. 
Meanwhile, no rallies were reported 
in Russia apart from Moscow, where 
about 200 Congress supporters and 
about 1.000 pro-Yeltsin demonstra- 
tors staged separate gatherings near 
die White House parliament building. 
Student credit cards questioned 
compromise. 
The Komi republic chided both 
Yeltsin and his foes for engaging in 
political lights instead of working on 
measures to improve a declining 
economy. 
Karelia denounced Yeltsin's action 
as violating the constitution. 
Dagestan and Kabardino-Balkaria 
took a slightly milder stance, urging 
strict compliance with the constitu- 
tion. 
Staleinentsof support poured in from 
the cities of Chita. Yaroslavl and 
Yekaterinburg, Yeltsin's hometown 
In Moscow. Mayor Yuri Luzhkov 
defended Yeltsin's actions 
"The deputies have put the presi- 
dent in an unbearable position, mak- 
ing him unable to ensure the nonn.il 
functioning of die executive branch." 
Luzhkov told the Interfax news 
agency. 
Key expressions of support came 
from Russia s powerful coal miners. 
In the northern coal-producing city 
ol Vorkuta, the City Workers Com- 
mittee adopted an appeal to the citi- 
zens of Russia, saying "Yes to the 
president and the reforms, no to the 
Supreme Soviet and Congress," 
Interfax reported. It quoted commit- 
tee member Georgi Kudrov as saying 
the miners would resort to an indefi- 
nite strike if Congress tries to impeach 
Yeltsin. 
Ihe chairman of the Independent 
Trade Union of Miners of Russia, 
Alexander Sergeyev. told Interfax the 
union unequivocally supported 
Yeltsin. In the coal-rich Kuzbass, 
workers threatened to strike, present- 
ing what appeared to be a mixture of 
JARRAIT, Va. (AP) A man who 
shot and killed five women during 
an 11-day crime spree and got 
caught when he tried to sell candy 
bars he had taken from one of his 
victims was executed in the electric 
chair. 
Syvasky Poyner. 36, went to his 
death late Thursday at Greensville 
Correctional Center after the U.S. 
Supreme Court, in a 7-2 vote, 
rejected an appeal in which he 
argued the electric chair is cruel and 
unusual punishment 
In a final statement read by a 
chaplain, he said: "Every hurt that 
has ever been done ... heal that hurt. 
I choose to forgive, and I ask to be 
forgiven." 
Poyner was convicted of killing 
five women during a 1984 crime 
spree in Hampton. Newport News 
and Williamsburg. Poyner robbed 
his victims and told police he shot 
diem because he didn' t want to 
leave witnesses He said he chose 
women because they were easily 
frightened. 
I he victims were a hair salon 
manager, the manager and house- 
keeper of a motel; a nursing student 
working at an ice cream store; and a 
candy distributor. 
Police arrested Poyner two days 
after the murder of the candy 
distributor when witnesses identi- 
fied him trying to sell candy bars 
taken from her. 
He was the 19th inmate executed 
in Virginia and the l(>5th nation- 
wide since the Supreme Court 
allowed slates to resume capital 
punishment in 1976. 
COLUMBIA. S.C. (AP)   Student 
owned credit cards are a good idea 
because they can lead to a gtxxJ credit 
history if used properly, consumer 
credit companies say. 
But consumer advocates argue that 
the cards can lead to indiscriminate 
spending, irresponsible budgeting, 
and. if mishandled, a (mil of debt 
" Ihere is no disadvantage for any- 
one in having a credit card. There's 
only a disadvantage in misusing a 
credit card," said l.ynne Strang. 
spokeswoman for American Finan- 
cial Services Association, a trade as- 
sociation that represents nonbanking 
sources of consumer credit, such as 
American Express, department stores 
and finance companies 
We're pretty much living in a credit 
society where you need credit cards to 
process a lot of every day transactions'' 
Strang said. 
But Paul Richard of the National 
Center for Financial Education in San 
Diego said the marketing of credit 
cards unfairly lures students into 
spending money (hey don't have. 
"I was bankrupt at age 25." said 
Richard, adding he got credit cards as 
a college student. Thai was 22 years 
ago, and I've not used credit since I 
learned the hard way " 
Some companies have special cam- 
paigns to attract students, most of 
whom are courted at some point in 
college with information on how to 
become a card holder Interest rateson 
cards generally range from 12 percent 
to 22 percent 
Chris Spencer, spokesman for 
NationsBank-Columbia, said the 
bank's top concern is establishing 
long-term relationships early. 
"We tend to focus on developing the 
loyalty and establishing ourselves as 
their kink." he said 
Spencer, like other consumer credi- 
tors, said he could not release the 
number of credit cards issued to stu- 
dents 
Richard estimates ihere are thou- 
sands oi students with credit cards 
they can't afford 
"Our organization is opposed to giv- 
ing credit cards to young students or 
anybody who can't gel one on their 
own." Richard said "ll docs the sin 
dents more long-term hann than it 
does good " 
The real issue, he said, is not whether 
students pay the bills, but what's sac- 
rificed. Many cut back on classes to 
work and pay the bills, he s;ud 
"What students are doing when 
they're taking on this dent is spending 
money ihey don't have." Richard said 
And the college-related debt doesn't 
disappear upon graduation, he said 
Unpaid balances follow students 
marring credit records for years 
Students say they can understand 
both sides of the debate 
"1 think all students should deli 
nitely have credit cards for emergen- 
cies." said Molly Watson, a 20-year- 
old junior at die University of South 
Csrollna I'm not very good with my 
money all die lime, so I kind ol wish 
I'd never hail ;uiy." 
USC sophomore Brian (iamhrcll 
said he's learning just how dangerous 
credit cards can be. 
"PlattiC money is a lot ol fun It's 
neat knowing you have $300 more to 
spend if you have to." (iainbrell said 
* onto"^ accepted* 
COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone 392-7314 
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-6 & SAT. 10-3 
EVENING HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
HAIR STYLISTS - JANE GIBBS & 
KATHY HANNAH 
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Haircuts 
Perms 
Color 
Nails 
Manicures 
Facials 
Skin Care 
Hair and 
Make-up for 
Weddings, 
Proms, 
Photography 
 wr  
More to Like, 
Less to Get in the Way of It 
/ ^T\ -4.   More Formals & Tuxedos. Less Ordinary. 
More "Hands-On" Shopping. Less "Hands-Off" Looking. 
More Dressing Room. Less Waiting. 
More Accessories. Less Shopping Trips. 
More Follow-Through. Less Run-Around. 
Special Student Discount With ID 
Caryn 's bridals, formats & Tuxedos 
233 N. Main Street V Farmville, Virginia 23901 V 392-5111 
¥ Tu»edo rentals start at $S5. » Major credit card* accepted » layaway available 
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Yeltsin summit "on track" 
WASHINGTON (AP) The While 
Mouse said Monday thai plans for a 
summit with President Boris Yeltsin 
remained on track, though an air of 
uncertainty clouded the upcoming 
Vancouver meeting 
In public, everyone from President 
( linion down insisted lhal the I fated 
Slates and Kuvsia were forging ahead 
toward the April 3-4 summit in 
Vancouver, Canada, with M plans lo 
switch the sile lo Moscow or any- 
where else. 
In privale, however, U.S. ollici;ils 
sakl the start of impeachment pro- 
ceedingsby parliament against Yeltsin 
could make the Russian leader reluc- 
tant lo leave his country, Lor now, said 
State Department officials, the situa- 
nun was loo fluid lo predict lor sure 
that the summit would lake place 
U.S. diplomats reporting from Mos- 
cow indicated thai Yellsin was losing 
the support of some in his cabinet and 
could not rely on the constitutional 
court lo side with him in his dispute 
with parliament. 
I lie final decision on whether and 
when to hold the summit was Yeltsin's 
lo make, one U.S. official said. 
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei 
Ko/yrev, who headed for Washing 
ton Monday for meetings later this 
week with Clinton and Secretary of 
State Warren Christopher, told report- 
ers over (he weekend lhal the summit 
was on track. 
'Ihc While Mouse agreed, saying it 
had not received any request from 
Yeltsin lo move the meeting to Mos- 
cow or lo change it in any way. 
( 'linion. asked in Little Rock, Ark., 
11 IK- would consider moving the sum- 
mit, said: "No plans lo change the site 
.it this lime " 
Mis spokeswoman. Dee Dee Myers, 
m response (o a similar question from 
reporters in Washington, said the 
White Mouse would consider moving 
the summit lo Moscow if Yellsin 
asked. 
Bui her boss, White Mouse commu- 
nications director George 
Stephanopoulos, was quick to follow 
up with a statement dial "we've had 
no indications of any kind that there's 
a need to move the summit. We plan to 
go lo Vancouver on April 3 and 4." 
Slate Department officials suggested 
a Moscow summit would be unlikely 
because a Clinton visit to (he Russian 
capital would be regarded by Yellsin's 
numerous political foes as interfer- 
ence in internal politics 
One US analyst said a Clinton trip 
to Moscow could alienate the very 
politicians who might succeed Yeltsin 
if he loses his struggle with parlia- 
ment, and with whom the I Iniied Stales 
might have to work in die future. 
In that regard, the administration on 
Monday appeared to hedge its bets. 
"Right now," said Stephanopoulos. 
Yeltsin leadsRussia'sreform process, 
"Thai is not to say thai there are not 
other reformers in Russia as well, but 
he is the leader of die reform process. 
he personifies the reform process" 
The chairman of the Mouse I or 
eign Affairs Committee seconded that 
approach. 
"We want to lend our support to 
Yeltsin and do what we can to be 
helpful," said Rep. Lee Hamilton, D- 
Ind. But "die ultimate objective for 
the United States ... is not thai one 
leader prevail, but rather that the 
movement toward reform prevail." 
For now. die ("linion administration 
Ritalin helps children with attention disorders 
Wll MIN( m )N (AIM Parents and 
teachers say the use of a controversial 
drug lo medicate children wilh allcn- 
tton deficit disorders is becoming very 
popular, parhally because of educa- 
tors' enthusiasm for il. 
Angela Davis knows firsthand of 
the popularity of Ritalin, or its generic 
equivalent, melhylphenidale. She re- 
ceived numerous complaints from 
leai -liei I abi nil I he short attention spans 
ol her children. Matthew, 9, and 
Hannah. X. 
A pediatrician prescribed the drug 
alter he ami a child psychologist diag- 
nosed die children with (he disorder, a 
label lor a collection of neurological 
behaviors lhal keeps children from 
learning 
Mallhew and Hannah's behavior 
unproved drastically, hut not lo die 
teachers' satisfaction. 
"Some of the teachers, they' ve asked 
me lo gel the doctors to increase the 
dose." Ms. I>avis told ITie Morning 
Star of Wilmington. "The doctors are 
very linn. 'Tell the teachers (his is not 
a tranquili/er.' I've had (o relay the 
messages back and forth That was 
really a weird feeling, the teachers 
wanting them lo tike more." 
Though there is little data available, 
parents and educators say Rilalin's 
use is increasing. In December, when 
a Morning Star reporter volunteered 
at Myrtle Grove Middle School she 
doled out medicine for much of her 
four-hour shift A drawer of her desk 
held 30 or 40 doses of prescribed 
medication, much of it Ritalin 
"It's very controversial, die issue of 
medicating children based on behav- 
ior," .said Phyllis Bay/.le, a counselor 
at Gregory Liemcntary. 
ing he was depressed, she suggested 
he go lo Southeastern Menial Health 
( enter for counseling. 
"A couple of weeks later, (he child 
started working," she said. His grades 
improved, and Ms. Bayzlc learned die 
child was diagnosed wilh attention 
deficit disorder and was taking Ritalin. 
"You have to slop (he impulse not to 
w .mi to do il for all kids with these 
problems,"she said. "We in education 
have lo be very careful not to jump on 
the bandwagon " 
The schools are one-third of (he 
equation, said Harriet Lennon, princi- 
pal of Alderman llementary School. 
Educators and parents must work widi 
health professionals both pediatri- 
cians and psychologists for the best 
treatment of (lie child. 
Her first experience with Ritalin was Ritalin can be prescribed only by a 
about six years ago when a child in her doctor, but teachers can recognize 
fourth-grade class was failing. Know- symptoms of attention deficit disor- 
uig his parents had separated and think- der, which can range from the intense 
Also Featuring: 
The Dave Matthews Band 
daydreaming Hannah suffered to (he 
hyperaciivity Matthew displayed. 
Experts agree that Ritalin should be 
used almost as a last resort. 
Often children who need Ritalin have 
problems that require counseling or 
tutoring, said pediatrician Angelina 
Knox. 
"I don't just use il by itself." she 
said. 
Ritalin was introduced in 1955 for 
treatment of drug-induced lediargy, 
mild depression and narcolepsy. Now. 
its most widespread use is among chil- 
dren diagnosed wilh attention deficit 
disorder. 
The drug stimulates die brain and in 
adults has the same effect as speed, or 
amphetamine compounds. Bui in chil- 
dren, il has the opposite effect. Why 
the drug works one way in adults and 
another in children is a mystery-. 
Mothers of children as young as 18 
months have asked Knox for the drug 
'They say, 'Please give him Ritalin. 
He's so overaclive. ..." I tell them, 
'This is a phase of their development'" 
she said. 
Fliers missing 
VIRGINIA BEACH (AP) The 
vearch area for two missing Navy Hi- 
„TS whose F-M Tomcat crashed inlt 
he Atlantic ()cean off the North Caro- 
lina coast was expanded, authorities 
add. 
Navy and Coast Guard searchers in 
wo vessels and six aircraft spent i 
inrd day Wednesday looking for Lt 
William E. Daisley. 27. of Port 
Mlegany. Pa., and Lt. Cmdr. Fred D 
Dillingham, 43. of Virginia Beach. 
Their Ocean Naval Air Station jet 
went down Monday during a iwo- 
lour training mission that started aboul 
10:15 a.m. Wreckage from the plane 
MS found that afternoon shortly aftei 
1 p.m. about 20 miles east of Nag> 
Head. 
There was no communication from 
:he fliers before the crash indicating 
hey were having problems, said Cmdr 
Stephen Honda, a spokesman for thej 
Davy's Atlantic Fleet air force. 
Honda said the search area Wednes- 
Jay ranged from 15 miles off the coast 
lo 120milesai sea. from Cape Charles 
Va.. to Oregon Inlet N.C. 
TONY'S UPSTAIRS LOUNGE 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
ON EDGE (LIVE BAND) • 9:30-1:30 
FRIDAY niGHT 
DJisbunDFx" 
April 15,1993 
8:00pm 
William & Mary Hall 
Williamsburg, VA 
LI 
SHTIIRDHY NIGHT 
FROM vfl BERfjHIrB 
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OLWES, BER[H, 10P4O 
Stop By tonight'. 
has decided its best course is lo pro- 
ceed wilh summit plans in Vancouver 
as a signal to Yeltsin's opponents thai 
the United States is firmly behind his 
beleaguered reform program. 
Underscoring that point Christopher 
warned lhal if Russia "falls into anar- 
chy or lurches back into despotism, 
the price lhal we pay could be fright- 
ening. 
"Nothing less is involved than the 
possibility of a re vi ved nuclear threat, 
higher U.S. defense budgets, spread- 
ing instability and a devastating set- 
back for the world democratic move- 
ment This deserves the attention of 
each and every American," he said in 
a speech in Chicago. 
Virginia news 
NORFOLK (AP) Navy investiga- 
tors blamed a hydraulic fire in the 
cockpit of a Navy E-2C Hawkeye 
radar plane for a July crash that killed 
the five crewman on board. 
In a report released Wednesday, in- 
vestigators said they found no crew 
error or maintenance problem. The 
cause of the fire was unknown. 
If the cockpit had not filled widi 
smoke as the Norfolk-based plane 
approached the stem of the carrier 
ILSS John F. Kennedy for an emer- 
gency landing, die plane might have 
been recoverable, the report said. 
The accident occurred July 31 about 
75 miles north of Puerto Rico, where 
the Kennedy was (raining for its cur- 
rent Mediterranean Sea deployment 
The investigation, convened by Rim 
Adm. J.M I .air. examined each piece 
of aboul 1.500 pounds of debris that 
was recovered, studied past repairs on 
the plane and its log books, and looked 
at the experience of the crew. 
The investigators found thai the front 
cockpit cabin door would not latch. 
I "hat door is inside the plane and leads 
to the rear of die aircraft where three 
other crew members work. 
The investigators recommended that 
safely instructions be changed to 
clarify that the co-pilot's hatch should 
be opened only when fire is out II is 
believed thai thecockpit fire escalated 
when the pilots opened the hatches lo 
vent the smoke. 
RICHMOND (AP) Two Lotto tick- 
ets, sold in Danville and Norfolk, 
matched the six winning numbers for 
a $2 million prize, the Virginia Lot- 
tery said Thursday. 
The tickets were sold at the Piggly 
Wiggly, 1304 S. Boston Road in 
Danville, and the Quick Stop Poods, 
3403 Sewells Point Road in Norfolk 
The numbers drawn Wednesday 
night were three. 12.18,28,29 and 32. 
Each ticket is worth $1 million. The 
winners will receive $34,000 a year 
each idler taxes, I .ottcry spokeswoman 
Cherie Phaup said. 
Tickets $15 
Tickets available at all 
Ticket-Master  locations 
DISCOUNT FABRICS 
115 Second St. 
Farmville, Virginia 
Upholstery«Drapery«Dress 
Goods»Wicker Accessories & 
Pillows»Trims«Notions«Supplies 
Fabrics Discounted 
10-50% Everyday 
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30  392-8971 
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Lacrosse wins opener 10-6 
By Kimtwrly Chapman 
With the first two games of the 
spring postponed due to inclement 
weather, Longwood's lacrosse team 
finally took the field Sunday against 
visiting Earlham (Ind) College. The 
previously missed games didn't seem 
to hurt the Lady Lancers as they de- 
feated their guests 10-6atFarmville's 
First Avenue Field. 
"I am very pleased with the results 
of the game," commented coach Sandy 
Bridgeman. "Farlham is a good team 
and we played well considering this 
was our first game of the season." 
After the first 30 minutes of play. 
the I,ady lancers were deadlocked 4- 
4 with their foes. The second half 
proved quite different for Longwood, 
as they held the visitors to only two 
goals, while scoring six of their own. 
Leading the scoring for Longwood 
was freshman Natalie BuriLsch with 
three goals. Seniors TrishMcCormick 
and Tonia Harris along with junior 
Anita Warford each added two goals, 
while senior Susie Lindsay scored 
one. 
"The difference for us was that we 
denied (he ball from getting down the 
field." said Bridgeman of the second 
half. "Earlham had to work n hard to 
get the ball on attack that they got 
winded; we basically wore them down 
and then utilized our conditioning for 
the lum-around." 
Bridgeman felt another key u. the 
game was the Lady Lancer defense. 
"For the first time playing together, 
our defense really jelled to shut down 
Earlham's attack," said the coach. 
"Additionally, senior co-captains 
Denise Hanley and Susie Lindsay com- 
bined on defense to stop Earlham's 
best and most threatening player." 
The Lady Lancers are now 1-0 
with their next game scheduled for 
Saturday against Virginia Tech'sclub 
team. Game time is 1:00 at First 
Avenue Field. 
Senior named player of the week 
Weaver stops 
raiders on five hits 
Kyle Weaver 
Lady Golfers tie for third at W&M 
In its second tournament of the 
year, the Longwood women's golf 
team shot 339-336-675 to finish in B 
tie with James Madison for third place 
out of 11 teams at the 36-hole Ford's 
ColonyAVilliam & Mary Invitational 
Saturday and Sunday in Williamsburg. 
Methodist College won the tour- 
ney with a 322-332-654 while Pan 
State (337-330-667) was second. 
JMU's Calay Jaynes shot 81-76-157 
to win the individual title. I .ongwood' I 
Charlaine Coetzee shot 85-80-165 to 
tie for ninth place in the individual 
standings. 
Also scoring for I .ongwixxl were 
Brenda Campbell-Harris who shot 83- 
84-167 to tie for I3lh, Anna Radford 
who shot 85-84-169 for 15th, fresh- 
man Janine Ballow 86-88-174 for 22nd 
and Michelle Ziats "7-101-198 to tie 
for 50th place. 
"I was disappointed in how we 
played," said Longwood coach Cindy 
lio. "We're not executing our shots 
around the greens. In the fall we were 
making the key putts and chips, but 
this spring we've made poor deci- 
sions. I would have no problem with 
us finishing third at William & Mary 
if we had played up to our potential " 
Flaying as individuals for Long- 
wood, Anna Holm shot 101-102-203 
and Danielle Kansh 9943-192 for 
43rd place. 
According to Ho, Holm is working 
on a new swing. She won't be back in   BclSebcll I  I10W   8"4~ 1 
the lineup for several weeks 
"Anna will help us again, but she's 
got to adjust to a change in her swing," 
said the coach. 
Longwood senior baseball player 
Kyle Weaver, who pitched the I onc- 
ers to a 3-2 win over Shippensburg 
Sunday, has been named Longwood 
Collcyt Player of the Wetk for the 
period March 14-21. Player of the 
Week is chosen by the Longwood 
sports information office 
Weaver was outstanding while 
going the distance Sunday as i he I juic- 
ers rallied to heal Shippensburg in a 
rematch from last spring's North At- 
lantic Region Tournament Allowing 
just five hits, Weaver fanned seven 
and walked one. Only in the diird 
inning when the Raiders bunched three 
hits to score twice did he falter 
Shipppensburg failed to gel ;i hit over 
the final three innings 
"Kyle really did the job for us 
Sunday," said Lancet coach Buddy 
Holding "He pitched ver> wellagamsi 
a good ball club His play this spring 
has been outstanding since day one " 
Weaver, a tri-captain for the see 
ond year, is the leadei of the I anccr 
pitching stall Going 35 innings, he 
has a 4-1 record, an earned run aver 
age of 1 80 and four complete games 
In addition, he has struck out 30 bat 
ters while walking just seven 
Now 22-6 for his career. Weaver is 
fourth in career victories (22) and win- 
ning percenlasgc (786). A graduate 
Of Halifax County High School, 
Weaver is a finance major 
Lancers split with Shippensburg 
Next up for I .ongwood is the UNC 
Wilmington Invitational April 9-11 in 
Wilmington, NX. Coach Ho is hop 
ing the team will get more practice 
lime on the course rather than indoors 
over the next two weeks 
Lancer Netters bow to NNA 
Longwood's men's tennis team   singles and two doubles bouts to take   Childs and Adams also teamed up to 
came up on the short end of a 6-3 
decision in its season opening natch 
last Ihursday at Newport News as the 
Apprentice School beat the visiting 
lancers     The Builders won four 
the victory. 
Grabbing wins for Longwood in 
singles were sophomore Dave Childs 
at No. 2. and Rich Adams at No. 4. 
get Longwood a win at No. 2 doubles. 
The Lancers ;ire scheduled to play 
at St. Paul's Wednesday at 1:30and at 
Ferrum Thursday at 3:00 
ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
►Cardiovascular Equipment 
►Nutritional Analysis 
►Stationary Machines 
►Pro Shop 
►Wolff System Tanning Beds 
►Free Weights 
►Aerobics Classes 
►Personal Training 
►Seminars - Monthly 
$70 remainder of semester 
No Initiation Fee! 
•Aerobic step classes 
$50 remainder of semester 
•LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad. 
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS  PROGRAM! 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM-6:00PM 
392-PUMP 
Thanks to seniors Kyle Weaver, 
I mlil Bowman and Shawn Jones 
Longwood gained a split of a home 
twinbill with Shippensburg Sunday. 
The I-ancers, who will take an 8-4-1 
record into a 10-game homesland this 
week, beat the Raiders 3-2 in theopener 
but lost the second game 6-3. 
Weaver was outstanding on the 
mound while going (lie distance Sun- 
day as the Lancers rallied to beat 
Shippensburg in a rematch from last 
spring's North Atlantic Region Tour- 
nament. Allowing just five hits. 
Weaver fanned seven and walkedone. 
Only in the third inning when the 
Raiders bunched three hits to score 
twice did he falter. Shipppensburg 
failed to get a hit over the final three 
innings. 
Bowman and Jones provided 
timely hitting for the lancers in the 
bottom of the sixth With two outs and 
Brian Basset! on second base, Bow- 
man hit a drive to center which landed 
at the base of the fence near the 400- 
foot sign. Jones followed with a low- 
ering blast which easily cleared the 
fence in right-center and gave Long- 
wood a 3-2 lead.   Weaver made the 
lead stand by retiring Shippensburg in 
the top of the seventh. 
Shippensburg ace Jude Schroyer 
limited the Lancers to six hits in the 
nightcap as the Raiders, now 7-11, 
took a 6-3 victory. Sophomore Tut 
Bailey had a double, a homer and 
three hits total to lead the 
visitors. Lancer senior pitcher Wyatl 
llippen look the loss He is now 1-3. 
Jones had five hits in the two games 
to lead Longwood with three in the 
opener and two more in the second 
game. Chris Tyson belted a triple and 
added a sacrifice fly for I .ongwood. 
After being snowed out of five 
games last week (including the 
Shippensburg Invitational), the Long- 
wood will have its hands lull this 
week barring more bad weather. The 
Lancers are scheduled to play 11 games 
over the next seven days and 10 of 
those contests are slated for Lancer 
Field. Division III Roger Williams 
visits for twinbills Tuesday and 
Wednesday. Ihursday Longwood 
plays at Norfolk Slate for a single 
game at 3:00. Friday and Sunday LC 
hosts Virginia State and ()neonta State 
for twinbills at 1:00   with a single 
home game Saturday against Shep- 
herd at 2:00. Next Monthly Division 
1 Liberty will visit for a single game 
starting at 3:00. 
I cading the I .ongwood hitters aie 
third baseman Terry Taylor, center 
fielder Shawn Jones and sophomore 
shorlstop Jeff Toms Jones is hilling 
400 with 10 RBI. 3 homers and two 
doubles, while Taylor is hitting 400 
with six doubles, a triple, a homer and 
19 RBI Taylor's 11-game hilling 
streak came to an end Sunday in a 
second game loss to Shippensburg 
loins, die team's lead oil ballei. is 
tops widi a .415 average, lie also 
kadi the club in runs (12), walks (12) 
and stolen bases (5-5). Also hilling 
well are sophomore Brian Basset! , 
.341. II runs, 7 RBI; first baseman 
Todd Bowman, .341,7 RBI. 2 homers 
and sophomore Chris Tyson, .361, 4 
doubles 
Tri-captain Kyle Weaver is lead 
ing the I .anccr pitching staff (ioing 
39 innings, he has a 4-1 record, an 
earned run average of I .80 and four 
complete games. In addition, he has 
struck out 30 batters while walking 
lust seven. 
Eight game win streak best in school history 
Softball sweeps Bridgewater, Lynchburg 
102 South Main Street 
longwood's soltball team swept 
double-headers from Bridgewater and 
I .ynchburg over the weekend to stretch 
its winning streak to eight games, best 
in school history. The Lady Lancers 
downed Bridgewater 3-1 and 7-1 Sal 
urday before beating I.ynchburg 6-1 
and 4-3 Sunday in winning their 10th 
game in the lasl 11 outings Long- 
wood is now 10-5 this spring as they 
eclipsed the old record of seven con- 
secutive vicloriesesiablishedm 1985. 
('oath I .orctlaCoiighin's squad had 
to work hard for the record Sunday as 
they trailed in the nightcap 3-0 head- 
ing into (he home hall ol (lie fifth 
inning. The I .ady I .MOM) would rally 
though lor three runs to tie the IGOR at 
J-3 alter five. 
Junior Ana Litton along with 
sophomores loin I'aync and Man 
Willen all MOIOd m the fifth for LC 
Payne led off with a walk and later 
scored on a run-producing inple by 
I .ilton I iUOII then stored on Widens 
RBI triple with Willen KOrin| die 
tying run on a passed hall Ironically, 
Willen's triple appeared to be a home 
run hut Willen stopped at third when 
she misunderstood Coughlin in the 
third base coat lung box. 
Sophomore ( rystal Marker stored 
the winning run in the eighth after 
leadline mi I ingle and later storing 
on an error to wrap up the tomebatk 
and secure the winning streak Willen 
Barker, senior Robin lensen, SOpho- 
more Robin lluitherson and Irish 
man Kern lohnson e.ah had (WO hill 
for I C Junior Audi Wrenn picked up 
the pitching win |oin| eight innings 
and allowing |ust five bill with lour 
Mrikeouts and lour walks 
"I'm happy for the players," com 
mented Coughlin.   "The streak is | 
good confidence builder   The mm 
has kept their focus good and we need 
to continue to stay focused and ex 
eeute the little things We jusl want to 
concentrate on one game ai I lime " 
In the opener. I (' stored two runs 
in die first inning, one each in die 
fourth and fifth innings and added two 
in die sixth in winning easily Willen 
and Jensen were each 2-4 with two 
runs etch, Willen hit a solo home run, 
her first at Longwood and first ol the 
season for the Lady Lancers, in tlic 
tilth 
In the opener against Hiulgewaiei. 
LC scored single runs m ttaa first. 
fourth and fifth innings to support die 
four-hit pitching of Welpotl Welpoll 
pitched seven innings with lour 
strikeouts while allowing no earned 
runs. 
Litton scored a run in the lust alter 
retching on n error with twooutsand 
coming home on n KM tin 
lohnson Payne,withione oui 
10Ml m the fourth, stored HI an RBI 
single by Unon Senior Ginhy Henry 
tacked oo the final Ijttry Lancer run in 
Ihe tilth as she le.u lied I >n a tingle and 
stored on a single by Jensen 
Longwood finished Ihe npenei with 
12 hits,  unhiding Ihree e.uh  Irom 
PayneandWillen JenssnandJohnson 
each had two bits for die I ady I anc- 
en 
In the second |ame, BC lumped 
I in the lop ol die lirsl widi an 
unearned run before I' responded 
with a run Inlhc set ond to tic ihe scare 
at I -1 Willen opened the second widi 
a single, was satnf ucd lo stun 
by Barker, moved lo third on a passed 
ball and scored on an RBI single by 
Brady. 
I .ongwood added three runs in both 
Ihe third and lotirth innings to take 
control 
Wrenn went die disiaiue on the 
mound for Ihe I ady I anters pitching 
seven innings allowing six hits with 
one strikeout and no earned MM 
I 11 Ion paced llie ollensive attack with 
dirccof I.C'sIthits Brady, lohnson, 
Payne, and WUIon each had two hiu 
for Longwood. 
Through 13 games, Willen leads 
the Lady Lancer bats with her 41S 
average (22-33). aikhng a team high 
four doubles, one home run and I * 
RBI lohnson is hilling 408(20-49) 
with 10 RM and is a perfect X X in 
stolen bases to lead the squad I'ayne's 
average is »M (IK-SI) including I 
team-high 16 runs stored while 
Litton's average is 333 (17 M) with 
a team high lour triples and 12 Kill 
lensen'siMiwhilling 126(13 46>wilh 
a learn high six widks and is 6-7 in 
stolen bases 
Wrenn is 3-2 on the mound widi 
an outstanding I 75 ERA in 4X in 
nsng pitched Wres»hasalIowed47 
hits with 16strikeout!and 17 walks 
Welpott is 4-3, as she's pitched 46 
innings allowing SX hits with an IK A 
0    Wclpott lias struck out 20 
widi |usl I < walks 
I ongwood will host NCAA Dm 
SII m I niirasiaie rival Kadlord Wednr 
I.I. in a doubtebeadm beginning at ' 
P m at the Armory Reldbefbn 
eiingioi errumt oitegempafticspate 
in ,i tournament hosted by Ferrum 
March 27-28 
PSM 10 
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Wfld Kingdom 0«s'ntKji*d t>T Trsftunsj MsKl>* S«'.»M ■y Aphony Rwbino, Jr. THE Crossword by Martha J. DaWItt Weekly Horoscope By Miss Anna 
'I fought I tow a putty-tat... 
I diiiiiiiid I diiind taw a putty tat!"—Tweetie 
(shirfeys &hef$ii*d 
a nee upon a time, in a 
quite suburb, lived a cute, 
little sparrow named Chirpy. 
Her eggB had hatched and 
she spent her days caring for 
her hungry chicks. She loved 
to gather food for her young 
and sail effortlessly through 
the air on warm spring 
breezes. She was so 
very free and happy. 
t/hei hen one day, she flew 
direcfly into a sliding glass 
door, snapped her neck and 
died instantly. Her helpless 'X_ 
chicks were eaten by a cat . -*tij 
^W 2*1 F^wHr FfK34*< 
©Anthony Rubino, Jr.. 1993 
"Bufly The Festering Boil" 
"Felix and His Flatulating Ferret?" 
and the award winning: 
"Head Lice! Head Lice! Head Lice!" 
NONSEQUITIR 
ACROSS 
1 Buttons and — 
S Kaap- 
(parslat) 
9 — matabollani 
14 Lat. laaaon 
word 
15 Dlaappaarad 
16 Padro'tpai 
17 Plaeaafor 
patJaatrtana 
19 Waatamshow 
20 Waea 
21 Spata 
23 Shall gama 
Ham 
24 Through 
25 "Amlaa- 
good at..." 
26 Haadquartarad 
29 Slncara 
31 Roman poat 
32 Crag 
33 Slallar 
36 Turf 
37 Occupants 
39 Or. lattar 
40 Stockholm's 
land 
42 "Ulaluma" 
wrttar 
43 Big truck 
44 Failadtopay 
a wagar 
46 Saa animal 
47 Samoan aaaport 
49 Caraal grain 
50 Maka public 
51 Spraas 
53 Cltimi 
57 Shrub 
58 Strlka 
obtiqualy 
60 "- avll" 
61 Assart 
62 Tlad 
63 Drovat 
64 Cozy homa 
65 Proparty 
tranatar 
documant 
DOWN 
1 Low votes 
2 Lssvaout 
3 Dry wslsr 
courss 
1 1 i 
' 
11 
i • 1 
' 1 • 10 11 II 13 14 fir " M " 
n 
n • 
_ ■?1 1 ■?
JO 
23 
. 
1 * 
n 
P 
- 
JI 
41 
•■? ■?
43 
14 35 
J» M ■?31 40 ■- ■?•• 45 
. 
I 
47 *» 
» : 
1 
11 r M 55 H 
i' M H 
1 U •1 " U M " 
C1993 Tnomie MMK Se-v««s  inc 
AM Rights R»Mrv*d 
4 Stroda 
5 PortolGusm 
6 Blabbad 
7 Octopus' 
datansa 
6 Canopy 
9 Arty. 
10 Lovar 
11 Unimportant 
way 
12 Rocktt stags 
13 Plunders 
18 Tsra or tansy 
22 Baroqua 
24 Railing 
28 Foreman 
27 Acknowledge 
28 Rattknnaka 
29 Longtime 
30 Mountain curve 
32 Muscle 
34 ■'Ma's making 
ayaa — " 
35 Haunt 
37 Maasaga: abbr. 
38 Doze of I 
41 Cul-de-sac 
ANSWERS 
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43 Spread 
45 Moroccan king 
46 Paintings 
47 Mortify 
48 Martinique 
volcano 
50 Wide awaka 
52 Cupid 
53 Summer drinks 
54 Donate 
55 Dueling weapon 
56 Transmit 
59 "- Got a 
Secret" 
Top Ten Musical 
Talents Making A 
Comeback! 
0.    ABBA 
swedes') 
9. Falco 
8. Boy George and the 
Culture Club 
7.The Village People 
(C-O-M-E-B-A-C-K) 
6.Parliament  Funkadelic 
(with George Clinton, smok- 
ing their way to your town) 
5. Shawn Cassidy (whata 
stud!) 
4. The Bee-Gees 
3. Men Without Hats 
2.  Mcnudo  (their young 
sweaty, male bodies are com- 
ing your way! 
.Duran Duran (back with a 
neat-o song, meaningful video 
and 30 pounds!) 
ARIES:      (March 21-April 20) 
No reason to waste time worrying 
this week. Channel your energy in a 
positive direction, and clear up any 
misunderstandings in the workplace... 
a superior has found your work lack- 
ing, possibly through a error in judge- 
ment It may be time to start a new 
health routine - diet and exercise is a 
gnat place to start. You've been try- 
ing lo work out a love problem on your 
own - gel advice from one who cares 
TAURUS:     (April 21 - May 21) 
You may set the wheel in motion 
(his week when it comes to loveDon't 
lx' disappointed if (he results are a 
long time in coming, it will be well 
worth the wail. Marly in the week you 
seem to be an object of admiration, 
lake the praise - you deserve it. If you 
find yourself with extra lime on your 
hands, how about volunteering some 
of (be energy 10 a local charity or 
community organization, you have alot 
to share with others. 
GEMINI:    (May 22-June 21) 
Your homelife plays a key role in 
the entire week If you've been pon- 
dering some home repairs or improve- 
ments, now is the time - before a 
disaster strikes. A family member is in 
desperate need of advice, but Uxik for 
this person closely. Uiey may not be as 
obvious as you think. Shop wisely for 
any new appliances, price and quality 
are very important. Your financial situ- 
ation is a bit rocky, review alterna- 
tives lor saving. 
CANCER: (June 22 - July 23) 
Your enthusiasm this week will jump 
siari all those around you. At home 
and die workplace, this high level of 
activity will impress some but may 
annoy others who would rather plug 
along at a more leisurely pace. If money 
is a bit scarce, make sure lo at least 
meet your more important financial 
obligations A small windfall may 
present itself in the nick of time Ap- 
proval from a parent may be reassur- 
ing, bin definitely isn't necessary 
LEO:       (July 24-August 23) 
Your hard work this week will result 
in increased opportunities in the work- 
place If you are willing to take on 
additional responsibility, now's the 
time to let dial be known. Your lead- 
ership abilities ;irc obvious midweek, 
and everyone benefits Your ideas on 
effective communication need a bit of 
work. ()thersmay not understand your 
needs and desires, if necessary find a 
third party lo translate your inten- 
tions. 
VIRGO:      (August 24 - September 
23) 
There seems to be a great deal of 
emotional turmoil everywhere you 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
GIVE 
ANOTHER CHANCE. 
GIVE BLOOD. 
+ 
American Red Cnws _ 
+»Sc Ltt\t *et bait that 
for  a   3hour •wiSos'c, 
3ho»jr whor«...the»U»iW 
laCC 4sif vadi \ost... 
turn this week. This roller coaster nl 
emotion is only surface level, and 
should be treated as such. A friend is 
looking for your support early in the 
week, and although you may not agree 
with them, your friendship is what's 
most important here. Sexual energy is 
at the boiling point, handle yourself 
responsibly. Don'l use your energy 
for destructive ends, it will come back 
to haunt you. 
LIBRA: (September 24 - October 
23) 
A joyful attitude can easily become 
habit forming this week if you U>ok at 
situations in the right light. Try to 
suppress your pessimistic comments 
and worries. Your best results in life 
happen when you are comfortable and 
happy. Spend time with your family, 
they appreciate you more than you 
think It will make more sense to keep 
people on your side, you never know 
when you may need them later - ex- 
press your anger in a direct, construc- 
tive way. further. Avoid excessive 
behavior on Saturday. 
SCORPIO: (October24-November 
22) 
There is a problem either at home or 
in the workplace which has been com- 
ing to a head for a long time. Take the 
time to come up with a fresh new 
approach to the situation, and you 
may be surprised at the results. It's 
time toconfront those questions which 
have previously kept you from under- 
standing your own spirituality - if 
needed, ask the advice of a proles 
sional. you probably can't resolve all 
this uncertainty on your own. 
SAGITTARIUS: (November 23 - 
December 21) 
Accentuate the positive this week. 
A career move you have been only 
thinking about up until now has be- 
come a real possibility. Keep an open 
mind and die opportunities in a work- 
place environment will seem endless. 
Try to gather your creative energies 
together - the result may be worth 
some money for you. Your excite- 
ment about these activities may not be 
shared by others the way you would 
like, but don't let that get you down. 
Believe in yourself. 
CAPRICORN: (December22-Janu- 
ary 20) 
You do not respond to changes in 
your life easily, but occurrences in 
your personal life, although they may 
seem foreign at first, are definitely for 
the best, if you just give them a chance. 
Your courageous spirit can help you 
to overcome bad habits - congratulate 
yourself OB any progress, no matter 
how trivial it may seem at the time, 
lake the time to get at (he truth in 
regards to a family member, your un- 
derstanding and empathy will be im- 
portant. 
AQUARIUS: (January 21 - February 
l<» 
You seem to be spinning your wheel 
throughout thil entire week, with noe 
noticeable results. Be as patientas you 
possibly can be, and play everything 
by die rxxik ('ircumsiances may seem 
Inisirating, but try to look at the big 
picture, you are probably on the right 
track but could use the positive feed- 
back from someone you think highly 
of, possibly a mentor or parent. The 
weekend finds you mixing business 
with pleasure, and the results are fa- 
vorable 
l'IS( IS: (February 20 - March 20) 
Your usual generous and positive 
spirit will be sorely tested this week 
(Hhers may become a bit annoyed at 
your BCtioni, but hold true to your 
mner voice talking - you've been lied 
too Dig as deep as necessary lo find 
the real truth Don'l expect all tbOM 
around you lo come around lo your 
way ol dunking immediately Your 
love hie is highlighted towards the 
week's end. spend time widi tluit spe- 
cial someone, but don't let other dungs 
suller for it 
II THIS WKFK IS YOUR BIRTH- 
DAY: You are a very popular person, 
which makes it very difficult tor you 
lo settle down - you usually |ust warn 
to play There may be demands on 
your income, calm down and find ,, 
v. i \ lo p< nil your resources and econo- 
mize Try not to he impulsive and 
hasty in your personal and roBaaatic 
relationships, conllict.suill m, vnably 
result when you jump in with boili 
feat 
